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Chapter 1

Introduction

:3

The nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons bound by strong interac
tions mediated by the exchange of mesons. Phenomenological models are utilized
for this description of the nucleus since the nucleon-nucleon force is not well under

stood and the many-body interaction can not be solved exactly for heavier nuclei

(A>3). This picture adequately describes many properties of nuclei and nuclear
reactions. However, non-nucleonic degrees of freedom, predominately the 0(1232)
resonance, have also been recognized to be necessary for an adequate description of

nuclear reactions at intermediate energies.

The A(1232) resonance is the first excited state of the nucleon and has an
invariant mass of 1232 MeV. As represented in I(J)7` notation (i.e., Isospin(Spin)7)

the A is 1(1)+. In the same notation, nucleons and pions are represented as 2 (1)+

and 1(0)-, respectively. The A resonance was originally observed as a prominent

peak in rp> irp cross-section, with atot st'210 (70) mb for incident r+and (ir-) at
tr=180 MeV [1]. This resonance could be considered as a magnetic excitation of

the nucleon in which the spin of a constituent quark is flipped. As such, the A
could also be excited electromagnetically but with much lower cross-sections. For
example, in the -yp > 7r+n reaction, 0tot

mb at E.,,-320 MeV [2].

In nuclear matter, the A behaves as a distinct baryonic degree of freedom.
For example, in 0 -hole models the ir-nucleus interaction is well described as the
repeated formation of this resonance, its subsequent propagation, interaction, and

decay. The effects of the A extend throughout the incident pion energy region
Tir=80-400 MeV. This is due to the broadness of the resonance (F -120 MeV full
width) and the Fermi motion of the nucleons. Inside the nucleus the width of the A
could be modified by two competing processes: Pauli blocking of 0 -decay nucleons,

which tends to reduce the width (longer life-time), and true pion absorption, A
N>NN, which has the opposite effect. The net effect is a small (-'10%) broadening
[3].

Photon-induced reactions at intermediate energies, like pion-induced reac

tions, also depend directly on the dynamics of A propagation through the nuclear
medium. The A resonance excitation is a special case of pion photoproduction in
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150

b)

Figure 1. Quasi-free and A-N process in 160(irt-yp)150. a) Single nucleon mechanism. b)
Possibly significant A-N contribution to 160(7r+-yp)150 pion radiative capture cross-sections.

the nucleus. Starting at

MeV (pion production threshold), the A excitation

is a substantial part of the photon-nucleus cross-section (about 2/3 on resonance,
figure 8). Pion photoproduction has been utilized as a complementary tool for in
vestigating nuclear structure and the ir- nucleus optical potential. More importantly,

pion photoproduction studies provide information about details of elementary am
plitudes, as well as off -shell and medium effects on these amplitudes. For a review
see [4]. The nuclear medium provides an environment in which one could study the
pion photoproduction mechanism in kinematical regions which may not be accessi

ble in the free case. Finally, it will be shown below that an adequate understanding

of the free and medium modified pion photoproduction reactions is essential for
nuclear physics studies with electromagnetic probes.

1.1

Motivation for the Experiment
The goal of this study is to provide quality, quasi-free data in and above

the A resonance region for the reaction 160(7( +, -yp)150 in order to improve our

understanding of the pion photoproduction mechanism in the nucleus. The single
nucleon process was found to be the dominant process for photoproduction on bound

nucleons in deuterium from threshold to the resonance region (figure 7). This may
not be the case for heavier nuclei.

The results of exclusive' photoproduction experiments on heavier targets
were found to be in disagreement with DWIA (with and without A-hole) calcula

tions in the resonance region. The data in the resonance region are scarce and the
discrepancy seems to be in magnitude rather than shape. This is in contrast to the
situation below the resonance region in which the same calculations have described

the more abundant exclusive data rather well (figure 2).

It should be mentioned that such A-hole models have been previously suc
cessful in describing pion elastic, quasi-free, and inelastic data throughout the reso
nance region [7, 8, 9]. Similar to the 71-N case, the A-N interaction might be expected

to contribute to the photoproduction mechanism inside the nuclear medium. In the
context of the impulse approximation, A-hole models underestimate the scarce ex
clusive (7, ir) data in the resonance region (figure 2) [10]. This situation has aroused

concern regarding our understanding of the photoproduction mechanism and prop

agation of the A in the medium.

In exclusive (-y, ir) reactions, high recoil momentum is transferred to the
residual nucleus since the struck nucleon remains inside the nucleus. This gives rise

to nuclear structure and reaction mechanism uncertainties, which may obscure the
medium modification effects of interest. Therefore, exclusive (-y, r) reactions may
not be the most suitable ones for studying medium modification of the elementary
amplitudes.
Medium modification of elementary 77-N amplitudes has been studied in pion

scattering experiments. The results of quasi-free (71-±, ir±p) and (71-+,7r°p) exclu

sive reactions could not be described in terms of the impulse approximation with
medium-modified direct knock-out ir + N + 7r + N amplitudes alone [11, 12]. The
lln exclusive reactions the final state of the nucleus is identified, as opposed to inclusive reactions
which include all possible final states.
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Figure 3. The A contributions in 160(7r-,

p) scattering. a) Delta dominated direct knockout.

b) A - N mechanism unable to change isospin cross-section ratios (7r- hr+). c) Explicit A N
knockout mechanism able to change the cross-section ratio.

best model to account for the failure of the impulse approximation in those (7r±, 7r±p)

studies was obtained by including A-N interference with a direct knock-out mech
anism (in the context of the A-hole model). The explicit knockout mechanism was
identified as hard A-N collisions in which the knocked out nucleon was not that of
the decaying A [11]. Figure 3(c) represents this explicit knockout process; (a) shows

the delta dominated direct knockout, and (b) shows the A N interference. Neither

(a) nor (b) alone can change the ratio of the two cross-sections. The strength of
the process in figure 3(c) was claimed to be comparable to the magnitude of the

it +p direct knockout amplitude by Hirata et al.

[8].

This experiment may be

particularly sensitive to such multi-step processes like the mechanism indicated in

figure 1(b). Since ir+-p coupling is stronger than 7rk-n, one might expect signifi
cant contributions from 7r+
A+

p

p

A++ followed by A++

n

A+

p leading to

7. Searching for such an exotic multi-step process is another objective

6

of this experiment, though a more ambitious one.
1.1.1

Choice of the Reaction
In the following paragraphs, the choice of the specific reaction is briefly

explained. In particular, the reasons for choosing pion beam (instead of photon

beam), 160 target, and quasi-free kinematics are discussed.

Higher statistics data were obtainable using an incident pion beam because
the electron beams available at the time of the experiment (1990) were of low duty
factor. All the available photoproduction calculations are for reactions involving

incident photons. Since the elementary reaction is time-reversal invariant, the pion
induced reaction should serve as additional check for theoretical calculations. Fur

thermore, exotic L\-n contributions as depicted in figure 1(b) might be enhanced
since the I 7r+

p > amplitude is

Nid times larger than the I 7r+

n > amplitude.

Oxygen, a doubly closed shell nucleus, was chosen since it is a well studied

target with reasonably well known nuclear structure. Oxygen is light enough for
microscopic calculations and yet has central density approaching that of nuclear
matter. Additionally, optical potentials for calculating pion and proton distortions
are available and have been well tested in this energy range.
A fruitful approach for investigating medium modifications of elementary 7N

(as well as irN) amplitudes has been to study reactions involving those amplitudes

in the quasi-free regime. In quasi-free studies, the projectile scatters off a valence
nucleon while the rest of the nucleus remains a spectator. The direct nuclear reaction

occurs rapidly so that the projectile does not form an intermediate compound state

with the target nucleus. Also, the quasi-free angle corresponds to minimum recoil

momentum for the residual nucleus. Hence, the choice of quasi-free kinematics
simplifies the calculations since medium modification effects can be better separated

from complications due to nuclear structure. With sufficient energy resolution, the

final state of the nucleus can be resolved, which increases the sensitivity of the
experiment. Otherwise, interesting effects may disappear if averaged over many final

states. Therefore, quasi-free kinematics focus more on the medium modification

9

and minimize the sensitivity to nuclear structure (due to low recoil of the residual
nucleus). In this way, the final state residual nucleus is utilized as a filter (spin,

isospin, etc.) in selecting or enhancing particular amplitudes.

In this experiment the reaction under study could be visualized as in fig
ure 1(a) in which 7r+ scatters off 160 nucleus, emitting a photon and proton. This
process could be considered as scattering from a single neutron loosely bound (15.6

MeV) in a 1p shell of oxygen (i.e., 160=150+11,-shell) The scattering results in
removal of a p-shell neutron, leaving the residual 150 in a (1pi )-1 ground state' or
a (1p3)-1 first excited state at 6.2 MeV. Coincidence measurement of the outgoing

proton and photon near quasi-free kinematics minimizes nuclear recoil, and with
sufficient energy resolution the final p-shell of 150 could be resolved. Therefore,
sensitivity to the nuclear structure should be reduced further.
Besides the recoil of the residual nucleus, the presence of the nucleus intro
duces other trivial complications. These complications include distortion of incom

ing pion and outgoing proton, which experience the bulk nuclear potential, and
overlap of initial and final nuclear states.

Effects due to distortion of the incoming pion and outgoing proton in the
presence of the nucleus are manageable as demonstrated in various elastic, quasifree, and inelastic it and proton scattering experiments using 160 [13]. The overlap
between the 160 state with one nucleon removed and 150 state is usually expressed

in terms of single particle states of nuclei with appropriate spectroscopic factors
obtained from results of (e, e p) scattering.

All the nuclear structure and distortion effects are accounted for in the con
text of the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) formalism. The DWIA

formalism separates the trivial nuclear effects allowing one to focus on the reaction

mechanism of interest, which is also incorporated within the same formalism. Cur
rently there are no 0 -hole calculations available for the 160(7r+,7p) 15 0 reaction.
Therefore, the starting point for calculating cross-sections is DWIA using free pho

toproduction amplitudes. The magnitude of medium modification effects should
'Superscript (-1) identifies the nuclear state as a vacancy (hole).
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Figure 4. Feynman diagrams for pion photoproduction on nucleon. Dashed line = ir, solid
line=nucleon, wavy line =-y.

be evident from the degree of disagreement between measured cross-sections and
the ones calculated by DWIA (using the free amplitudes). For this approach to be

successful, it is crucial for one to have a good handle on all the ingredients of the
DWIA. It is only then that one can confidently investigate amplitude modifications

and subsequently motivate more sophisticated calculations, e.g., including 0 -hole
and/or A-N knockout effects.

1.1.2

The Elementary Reaction

A good knowledge of the elementary 7rN

7N amplitudes on free nucle

ons is necessary before one looks for modification of these amplitudes inside the
nuclear volume. The diagrams for the elementary amplitudes involved in the pion
photoproduction reaction are represented schematically in figure 4.
The non-resonant processes are referred to as Born terms. There are various
successful formulations of the elementary amplitudes with essentially similar predic

tions for the free cross-sections. The particular formulation of pion photoproduction
amplitudes on free nucleons utilized here is by Blomqvist and Laget (BL) [5]. In the

BL formulation, a coherent sum of the parameterized elementary amplitudes (fig
ure 4) is fitted to experimental cross-sections for photoproduction on a free nucleon.
A more detailed discussion is deferred until chapter 5. Figure 5 (from reference [14])

shows the total cross-section as a function of center-of-mass (CM) energy as well as
incident pion energy for the 7rN

-y N and its time-reversed reaction. As indicated
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in that figure, the total cross-sections a-tot for pion photoproduction (and inverse
reaction) on free nucleons from various experiments are fitted rather well by the BL

formulation. The various BL fits are abbreviated as PS for pseudoscalar coupling,

PV for pseudovector coupling, R for relativistic, and NR for nonrelativistic. As
another example, the total cross-section vs. incident photon energy for yp ) 71-+n,
(the time-reversed process of the elementary reaction involved in this experiment)

is presented in figure 6. (The figure is from reference [15] and the data are from
reference[2]). The BL model fit (solid line) is extended up to E.,,=1 GeV in that
figure. However, the fit uses a parameterization of the single pion photoproduction
amplitudes below E.,--400 MeV, i.e., only amplitudes for the A and not the higher
resonances are included. It is worth noting that the effects of other resonances

(labelled by their mass, orbital angular momentum L, isospin I, and spin J, i.e.,
L21,2J) are not significant for the energy range near the A resonance. Dashed lines,

as previously noted, indicate contributions from the Born terms alone, which are
significant but vary slowly with photon energy.
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ir+n and BL fit.

Previous Measurements
This experiment is the first measurement of the reaction A(n-+,-yp)A-1 and

the first look at the physics of interest for A>2 in a completely exclusive measure

ment. There have been numerous experiments in the A region using both incident

pions and photons. Here, only some of the closely related recent results are high

lighted. First, photoproduction experiments on the deuteron, in which the single
nucleon contribution was found to be the dominant mechanism, is reviewed. Sec
ond, the extensive studies of (ry, 7r), especially 14N(.y,r+)14,u are briefly reviewed.

Despite the good agreement with DWIA below the resonance, these results disagree

with the DWIA calculations in the resonant region (figure 2). As indicated earlier,

due to nuclear structure uncertainties they may not be the most suitable approach
for studying medium modifications of elementary amplitudes. Nevertheless, they
have motivated further theoretical developments, as well as exclusive coincidence

studies like this one. Third, the 160(r, rp) results are reviewed. These pion in
duced reactions, although not involving the rN

-yN amplitudes, have indicated

the first signatures for possible ,A-N contributions. Fourth, the few available coin
cidence (y, irp) results for A>2 are reviewed. In those reactions an incident photon
beam, instead of a pion beam, was used.

In one of the photon experiments, significant deviation from a DWIA prediction
was observed at one of the kinematic settings.
1.2.1

Photoproduction Experiments on the Deuteron
Most of the related published photoproduction coincidence data have been

taken on deuterium. This target was studied extensively by the Sac lay collaboration
[16]. Their first coincidence experiment, D (-y ,

p)p, verified the applicability of the

impulse approximation up to about 150 MeV/c recoil momentum. They then per
formed a second experiment, D(-y, pp)ii--, specifically to look at rescattering effects

far from quasi-free kinematics'. Later coincidence experiments involved dibaryon
resonance searches [18].

Much was learned from those coincidence studies. The impulse approxima

tion satisfactorily accounted for most of the data near quasi-free kinematics. Due

to the simplicity of the deuteron target, explicit calculations of pion and nucleon
rescattering could be performed. Inclusion of A-N interaction seemingly improved

agreement with the data at high recoil momentum. The spectator model, like the
DWIA, assumes dominance of quasi-free mechanism for photon-nucleus scattering.

In this model, the photon interacts with one nucleon in a mean potential. The
mean potential represents the bulk contribution due to the rest of the nucleons
(spectators) in distorting the outgoing particles. Those results are presented in fig

ure 7, where the momentum distribution of the slowest proton from the reaction

pp7r- is plotted. The dashed line represents the prediction of the spectator
model. The solid line includes rescattering effects. The calculations are by Laget
[19], while the data are from reference [20] and were obtained at Ey=0.2-2 GeV.
Rescattering effects considered in that calculation also involved processes in which

the struck nucleon was not necessarily excited into a A, before interacting with
other nucleons. Since each possible contribution was parameterized and summed
up to fit the total cross-sections for photoproduction, the rescattering effects could
not be explicitly attributed to A-N contributions alone. All that could be concluded
'Data were also taken on 41-1e(-y,rp) but were never published [17]
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Figure 7. Momentum distribution of the slowest nucleon in -yD ppr- reaction. Dashed curve:
spectator nuclear model. Solid curve: rescattering effects included.

from those results is that significant deviations from the single nucleon spectator
model were not observed in the resonance region. The interesting rescattering effects

prompted similar searches on heavier nuclei.

1.2.2

A(-y, 7r) Experiments
Most of the related experimental and theoretical efforts for the photon in

duced experiments have been on exclusive A(1, ir)A reactions, especially below the

resonance region. Besides pion production, these reactions were utilized to study
nuclear structure and, to a lesser degree, pion optical potentials. In general, the data
are described rather well by the DWIA calculations below the A resonance

300

MeV) region. However, in the resonance region the data are underestimated by the

DWIA and A-hole model calculations. These exclusive measurements have moti

vated more sophisticated calculations, especially those involving the treatment of
elementary pion photoproduction amplitudes, such as the inclusion of unitarity in
the elementary operator and pion wave functions in the context of the A-hole model
[21].
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The most recent published exclusive data on a "heavy" target were for the
reaction

r+)14c9.5. at three incident photon energies E.y=230, 260, 320 MeV.

This reaction had also been extensively studied by the same group in a previous
experiment at E,,,,173 MeV [22]. In this particular transition the normally domi
nant Gamov-Teller matrix element is suppressed. Consequently, the contribution of
Born terms in the photoproduction amplitudes becomes less important, allowing the

examination of the more interesting A dominated amplitudes [10]. Their results in
dicated that A-hole based DWIA calculations were in agreement with E.,,,,230 MeV
results, while underestimating the data at 260 and 320 MeV. Figure 2 shows doldS2

vs. 0 (LAB) for the

7r+)14C reaction compared with DWIA (dashed) and

DWIA plus A-h (solid line) calculations for various incident Ery [23].

These experiments have inspired much theoretical development, especially

in formulation of elementary pion photoproduction amplitudes inside the nuclear

medium. However, for these exclusive reactions the final state nucleon is bound
in the nucleus which inevitably carries large recoil momenta, especially for higher
incident photon energies. This makes the calculations very sensitive to nuclear

structure uncertainties, thus obscuring the reaction mechanisms of interest. The
quasi-free mechanism in which the struck nucleon exits the nucleus, carrying excess

momentum, provides better conditions for studying the reaction mechanism.

Inclusive A(-y, 7)X reactions (final nuclear state X not resolved) reactions
have also been valuable in studying photoabsorption in various nuclear targets using

qualitative cascade models. These inclusive studies have indicated the significance
of final-state interaction of pion with nucleus. As a result, all possible channels must

be considered, thus complicating the computational task of extracting more quan
titative information. The emerging pion momentum distribution generally exhibits
characteristic features of the nucleon's Fermi momentum [24].

More importantly, these pioneering measurements have established the sig

nificant role of pion production in photon-nucleus scattering. This is evident from

figure 8 in which the total photoabsorption cross-section for 12C as a function of
energy is compared with the data for inclusive 12C(7,7r)X. The cross-sections for
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Figure 8. Pion photoproduction contribution to the total photon absorption cross-section on 12C.

charged and neutral pion production are obtained by summing the experimental

data from inclusive 7r+, 7r-, and r° photoproduction (Ea, solid line). The dif
ference between total photoabsorption and pion photoproduction is mostly due to

absorption of the real or virtual pion by the nucleus (e.g., (7,2N) and (-y,3N)).
Figure 8 is from [25] while the charged 7r data are from reference [26]. The 7r°
data (circles) are from reference [24]. Total photoabsorption cross-sections are from
reference [27].

1.2.3

Coincidence (7r, irp) Experiments
Previously, angular correlation data for the (7r, irp) reactions have been ade

quately described in terms of quasi-free direct knockout mechanism. For example,
a factorized DWIA description has successfully described the 12C(r+,7r+p) reaction

at T-=-200 MeV [13]. However, in a recent 160(r±r±p)14N measurement by Kyle
et al. [11], the isospin dependence of the cross-section ratios could not be described

by the DWIA alone. In that experiment, interference of direct proton knockout
with the A-N interaction was found to improve the DWIA description.
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By investigating the 160(7r+,7r±p) 14N reaction at T,=240 MeV and 0,=130,
60, 35° , Kyle et al. obtained the ratios of differential cross-sections for 7T+ and 7r

induced reactions [11], By taking the cross-section ratios, experimental uncertain
ties plaguing absolute measurements were avoided while simplifying the theoreti

cal comparisons. These cross-section ratios (7r+/ 7r-) were compared with simple
quasi-free ratios as predicated by the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA).

PWIA was used instead of DWIA since the distortion effects should be similar for
the nearly charge-symmetric interactions. Moreover, Coulomb effects are small at
these energies. Also, the free 7r+p interaction is about nine times stronger than

7r-p. Since the 7r- interacts more strongly with neutrons, the contribution of Li -p
knockout (involving a two-step process) should be enhanced in the 7r- case. Fur
thermore, by taking the cross-section ratios for (71-4-/7r-), the uncertainties due to
nuclear structure and distortions were avoided.

In their results, deviations from the PWIA were observed at forward pion
angles while the backward angle (9,=130 °) ratios were comparable to the PWIA
calculations. The triple differential cross-section ratios (7r+/7r-) vs. pion energy
for the 160(7r±,7r±p) 14N reaction at various proton and pion angles are presented

in figure 9. The solid curves are DWIA with A-N interaction and improve the
agreement with the data significantly as compared to the simple DWIA calculations
(dashed curves). The significant changes in quasi-free (7117r-) ratios have been also

suggested to be due to hard ,A-N nucleon knockout in a prior calculation by Hirata
et al. [8]. With a 3 MeV (FWHM) excitation energy resolution', the (1p2) -1 ground

state and the (1p3)-1 first excited state (at 6.32 MeV) were resolved. This enabled

them to measure direct proton knockout from the (lpi ) shell separately.
In a similar experiment, 160(7r+,7r°p) with Tr+ =245 MeV and Or0=50-130°

Gilad et al.

,

[12] observed ratios of (7r+,7r+p) and (7r+, 7r°p) which also differed

significantly from the quasi-free estimates at forward 7r° angles.
For their results, inclusion of the

.

-N interaction seemed to improve the agreement

with calculations. The energy resolution of that experiment was not sufficient to
4 For the 0,-130° angle excitation energy resolution was 5 MeV.
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Figure 9. The dflddflpdE,r ratios for 160(7f ±, of p) vs. pion energy. The reaction considered is the

removal of a proton from the 1p I state. The proton and pion angles are indicated on the plots.
Dashed curves are results of 0 -hole calculation while solid curves are results of 0 -hole calculations

including A-N knockout. The figure and calculations are from [9].
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resolve the (1p2) -1 from the (1p3)-1 state, however.
Calculations by Takaki and Thies [9] for the (r+, r+p) cross-sections of Kyle

et al.

indicate good agreement with DWIA. The (71--,71--p) (Kyle et al.)

and

(r+, r°p) (Gilad et al.) cases on the other hand indicate sensitivity to interfer
ence between IA and induced knockout by A-N mechanism. Takaki's calculations

underestimated the (7+, ep) data systematically by 30%, keeping in mind that the
uncertainty (normalization and energy cuts) of the data is at the 18% level.
Despite these theoretical indications, quantitative differences between the

oretical calculations and the experimental data, for these pion induced reactions,
still remains (figure 9). These discrepancies may be possibly resolved by a better
understanding of the A-N interaction.

1.2.4

Coincidence (-y, p) Experiments
Coincidence (-y, 71-p) experiments using quasi-free kinematics are most suit

able for studying pion photoproduction in the nuclear medium. However, due to
experimental challenges associated with obtaining the necessary statistics at exist

ing low duty factor machines, such data are sparse, especially for the nuclei. As
indicated in the following review, all the available data suffer from poor statistics
or from poor definition of the final state kinematics.

Related pion photoproduction measurements on A>2 targets include two
results from the Tomsk synchrotron in which the 12C(701--p) reaction was studied

in the A resonance region. The Tomsk experiments were the earliest exclusive
measurements but were limited due to the uncertainties described below [28, 29].
In the first Tomsk experiment, data were taken using a bremsstrahlung photon beam
of nominal energies E.1,-,--340, 360, 380 MeV. The end-point energies were 10 MeV

higher. Pion energy was determined by measuring the range in an absorber: tr=40

180 MeV with a resolution of AT,=±(3.3

7) MeV (a) [28]. Proton energy was

measured using the time of flight method: Tp=50-190 MeV with ATp=+(3.1-10)
MeV resolution. Our estimate of their excitation energy resolution was

15 MeV

(a). Their results were presented for pion photoproduction from neutrons in the
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1p3 and lsi2 shells of 12C. This separation was accomplished by placing excitation
energy cuts from 0-10 MeV and 10-40 MeV, respectively. However, results are very

sensitive to the exact values of the cuts. Based on the excitation energy spectra
presented in reference [28], the two states could not be resolved. This is also evident

from the (1s )-1 spectra in which there appears to be a contamination from the
(1p3)-1 levels (characteristic two hump distribution). For this reason, these data
should be considered semi-exclusive at best. Figure 10 shows the triple differential
cross-sections vs. proton energy, with fixed E.-y=380 MeV, 0,. = 120°, and Op = 20°

for excitation energy cuts Ex < 10 MeV (1p3)-1, and 10 <Es < 40 (1s1)-1. Fits to
the cross-sections are by Li et al. [30]: PWIA (dashed curves), local DWIA (dotted
curves), and nonlocal DWIA (solid curves). The Tomsk IA calculation (not shown)

which used an eikonal approximation for the distortion of the outgoing pion and
proton also fitted the data well.

The second Tomsk experiment also utilized a bremsstrahlung beam with
end-point energies Ey= 370, 410, and 450 MeV [29]. Pion and proton energies
were measured in the ranges of 30-180 MeV (10 MeV bins) and 30-200 MeV (+
3-10 MeV), respectively. Their results at high proton energies agreed with quasifree scattering calculations, which included pion and proton distortions by optical

potentials. However, at proton energies below 80 MeV, the data were a factor of
two greater in magnitude than their prediction. This energy regime corresponds to

low invariant mass of the outgoing r+-Fp system and high residual nuclear recoil

momentum. They attributed the discrepancy between their calculations and data
at low proton energy to mechanisms other than the quasi-free contribution, which
leads to highly excited states of the residual nucleus well into the continuum.
The combined triple differential cross-sections vs. proton energies and vari
ous pion energies measured by the second Tomsk experiment are presented in figures
11.

In that figure, E.,=340 +23 MeV (obtained by averaging the cross-section in

the range Ei,=300-380 MeV), 0, = 120° , and Op = 20° . The calculations are by Li

et al. and indicate the significance of distortions; dashed curves are PWIA, dotted
curves are local DWIA, and solid curves are nonlocal DWIA. Due to relatively large
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Figure 10. Tomsk (ls )-1 and (1p 3 )-1- 12C(-y,rp) cross-sections.
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Figure 11. Tomsk combined (1s1)-1 and (1p3 )-1 12C(7, r p) cross-sections.

error bars on the data and poor determination of the photon energy, Li et al. could
not utilize the data for more detailed comparisons, e.g. medium modifications.

The first exclusive 160(7, 71-p) measurement was performed at the Bates
Linear Accelerator [31, 32]. The Bates experiment utilized a bremsstrahlung photon

beam with an end-point energy of 360 MeV. Data were taken at two kinematic
settings: 60, =64° and 120° , corresponding to proton telescope array positioned at
40° and 20° , respectively. The proton array covered an angular range of ±33° out

of the scattering plane, in seven segments. The momentum resolution of their pion

spectrometer was 1.2% (FWHM), while the energy resolution for the proton arm
was 3.7%. Their water target was 1 cm thick, which worsened their proton energy

resolution. The estimated excitation energy resolution of the Bates experiment is
(9) MeV FWHM for the O, =64° (120 °) settings.
In figure 12, d2o-/d(Ld1lp5 vs. out-of-plane proton angle for combined (lpi )

and (1p3) shell neutrons are presented for the Bates experiment [31]. In that figure

PWIA (dashed curve) and local DWIA (dotted curves) calculations are by Li et
al. The dash-dotted curves are local DWIA calculations in which the A mass was

reduced by 5%. In the Bates experiment the results at the forward outgoing pion
angle (64, =64 °) were significantly lower than the quasi-free DWIA calculation. In

contrast, their backward pion angle (0, =120 °) seem to agree well with DWIA
calculations. It is worth nothing that their DWIA calculations did not include the
A-h propagation and the A-N knockout effects which were found to be significant

in (x, rip) reactions of ref.

[9].

The Bates group points out that forward going

pion has to traverse more of the nuclear volume and is therefore more sensitive to
medium effects. Moreover, the contribution from A terms in the elementary BL

operator dominates at forward angles, while for backward pion angles the Born
term contributions become more significant.
The Bates group has suggested the need for more sophisticated DWIA calcu

lations which, for example, include 0 -hole states for the r-nucleus scattering part.
However, due to low statistics and other limitations described below, their data can
5Averaged over Tir.
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Figure 12. Bates 160(y, it p) cross-sections compared with PWIA (dashed), local DWIA (dot
ted), and local DWIA with A mass reduced by 5% (dash-dotted).

not be considered definitive. The estimated systematic uncertainties, mainly due
to the bremsstrahlung fitting procedure, were about 30%. Also, to increase the bin

counts their data were averaged over a wide pion energy range and were thus not
truly exclusive. This latter limitation prohibited nonlocal DWIA calculations by Li
et al. due to intensive computation time required for pion energy averaging [30].
The Bates experiment kinematics are complementary to the incident T,=220

MeV runs of this experiment. In our experiment, data at T,=165 MeV were also
acquired. Our T,=165 MeV data correspond to the A resonance region and should

prove to be of more theoretical interest. Table 1 compares the kinematics of the
Bates experiment with those of this experiment.

Although most of the experimental focus, so far, has been on the A region,
there is also interest in the higher invariant r-p mass region. The N*-nucleus effects
were studied in a recent Bates experiment using virtual photons,

12c (,.),v

-,g.s.

[33]. The incident electron energies (end-point energies for virtual photon) were

698, 796, and 696 MeV, corresponding to invariant masses of the (7-p) system
of 1444, 1526, and 1537 MeV, respectively. The pion angles were 0,=90, 118, and
129.7° (mostly backwards) corresponding to proton angles Op=27.9, 17.0, and 17.0° ,

Table 1. Kinematical comparison with the Bates experiment.

TRIUMF

'OW, --yp)150

T,(LAB)

Win,

163.7 MeV

1197 MeV

218.6 MeV

1239 MeV

0(LAB)

75°

125°

07,,(CM)

90°

135°

Bates

160(7, 7r-p)150

E.. (LAB)

W,

360 MeV

1232 MeV

0,,,,,(LAB)

64°

120°

0,,..),(CM)

82°

136°

respectively. The experimental cross-sections were found to be twice as large as the

DWIA predictions in contrast to the 160 results at Bates, which were lower than

the DWIA calculations at forward pion angles. The N* that is, S11(1535) and
D13(1520) resonances are isospin 1=1/2, J,(1/2,3/2), and L.(0,2) while the A or

P33(1232) resonance is a 1=3/2, J=3/2, and L=1 state. The authors attributed
the discrepancy of the DWIA predictions for the two experimental results to the
expected differences between N* and A interactions with the nucleus.

1.3

Summary
The few existing pion photoproduction experiments for A> 2 in the A reso

nance region suffer from poor excitation energy definition (Tomsk) or large statis

tical errors (Bates).
The pion angle dependence of the Bates 160 results suggests significant deviations
from the impulse approximation. The Tomsk experiment studies the backward pion
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angle only, where the Bates data (0, = 120° ) agrees with DWIA calculations.
Although the available pion photoproduction data for heavier nuclei indicate

discrepancies with DMA calculations, they are of insufficient precision to draw
definitive conclusions regarding medium modifications of the 7N -+ 7rN process in
nuclei. Some of the advantages of our study, 160(7.-1-,

u over previous (-y,71--p)

studies are:

1. Higher duty factor of the TRIUMF pion beam (100%) comparing to the ex

isting (1988) e- accelerators (0.5%) allows one to obtain data with higher
statistics during a reasonable amount of beam time.
2. The pion beam is mono-energetic, unlike the untagged bremsstrahlung beam.

3. Systematic uncertainties are lower due to 5% beam current measurements,
and better solid angle definition. As a result, systematic errors were <10% in

this experiment vs. 30% in the Bates experiment.
4. A high energy resolution (zE /E

Na! detector was used for photon en

ergy measurement in this experiment. As a consequence, an overall excitation

mass resolution of 3-5 MeV (a) was achieved. As a result, the ground state of

150 could be resolved from the first excited state. As mentioned before, the
Bates experiment in principle achieved comparable or better overall energy

resolution even with a thicker (lcm) target due to utilization of a magnetic
spectrometer for the pion arm.

In conclusion, data provided by this experiment will enable one to better
understand the photoproduction reaction mechanism in a nucleus heavier than deu
terium.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Apparatus
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Introduction

2.1

In this chapter the experimental setup is described starting with a brief
description of the beamline. Then the detectors, monitoring systems and targets
are described.

The experimental setup for measuring the triple-differential cross-section
dOpdE, )
5

for the pion photoproduction reaction on oxygen, 160(7+, ),p)15n,
VI con

sisted of: r+ beam line instrumentation; various scintillator counters for gain mon

itoring and beam normalization; trigger and total absorption plastic scintillator
proton detectors; and a total absorption NaI scintillator crystal for photon detec
tion. The target was 3.0-4.0 mm of liquid H2O.

In order to separate the ground and first excited states of oxygen, which are
6.2 MeV apart, an energy resolution of better than 4.5 MeV (FWHM) is necessary.
A 3-4 mm thick target allowed detection of lower energy protons (down to Er :s._-20

MeV), while providing reasonable event rates. The AE trigger counters had to be

as thin as possible to keep the (Er) threshold low. The kinematical maximum for
proton energy was about 130 MeV, which was within the acceptance range of the
telescopes. The energy resolution of the telescopes was 3 to 6 MeV (FWHM). Pho
tons in the energy range of 40 < E.y < 360 MeV were detected, with a resolution of
1.7% (FWHM). To improve the overall energy resolution further the momentum dis
persion of the beam was minimized by narrowing the channel slits, in effect reducing

the useful flux. The proton and NaI photon detectors were carefully calibrated and
their gain fluctuations were monitored and corrected by using kinematically distinct

elastic r+

p > 7r+

p

events run-by-run.

In order to achieve better than five percent absolute normalization the pion
flux was monitored using four independent ways. The absolute calibration of beam

monitors was done using special in-beam setup at lowered beam intensity.

2

2.2

The Pion Beam
The TRIUMF (Tri-University Meson Facility) laboratory is located on the

campus of the University of British Columbia, in Vancouver, B.C., Canada. The
TRIUMF cyclotron is capable of producing about 130 micro-amps (,aA) of primary

proton beam in the kinetic energy range of 180 to 520 MeV. The time structure of
the primary proton beam is a 3-ns wide pulse every 43 ns (23.06 MHz). The proton

beam is extracted at two points and routed to two main experimental areas: the
meson hall and the proton hall (see figure 13). This experiment was conducted in
the M11 channel of the meson hall (see figure 14). The pion energy range available

for the Mll channel is 80 to 300 MeV.
The pion beam was obtained by passing the proton beam from the cyclotron
through a 1.2 cm thick Be target, T1 in figure 14. The secondary beam of 7r+, along

with /..t+ and e+ contaminants is split from the primary beam by a septum magnet.

Momentum selection is obtained by dipole magnets. The beam is then focused on

the target by a series of quadrupole magnets. The maximum pion beam rate de
pends on the channel's momentum setting and production target selection and is
about 107

1087r+/sec (an order of magnitude lower for 7r-). Of particular interest

to this experiment were the two dipole magnets Bl, providing the momentum se
lection of the beam, and B2, which controlled the horizontal position of the beam
spot. Proton contamination of the beam is rather high (8,10 protons per 7r+) since
the secondary beam into the channel makes an angle of only 2.89° with the primary

proton beam at the production target (T1). The beam is deflected an additional
4.11° by quadruple lAQ9, and after passing through the first septum magnet (S1)
this angular separation increases to 19° . Reduction of proton contamination is ob

tained by an in-beam absorber after Bl. Momentum degraded protons are lost in
transport to the target. However, multiple scattering in these absorbers increases
the beam spot size. Horizontal and vertical jaws before the septum magnet (S1)

control the aperture of the channel and thus the beam intensity. Horizontal slits
after B1, where the beam dispersion is 18 mm per %

[34], control the momentum
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Table 2. Beam characteristics for the two settings.

T

JAE
P

165 MeV

220 MeV

AT,

7r+ flux

1.0%

2.4 MeV

0.5%

1.5 MeV

12 Mhz.
9 Mhz.

Figure 15. Photographically recorded image of the beam spot at the target position (the figure
is approximately to scale).

bite of the beam. In order to separate the (1pi )-1, and (1p3)-1 states of 150, an
energy resolution of AE < 4.5 MeV (a) was required. This meant finding a com
promise setting between closing down the horizontal slits to improve the momentum

resolution and maintaining sufficient beam intensity to obtain the desired statistics

(table 2). Consequently, the actual pion flux values obtained were less than 15%
of the maximum possible at these energies. In principle, this loss of flux could be

avoided if the pion momentum were determined event-by-event using a position

monitor at the slits location, between B1 and Q3 (figure 14). However, no such
beam-line device was feasible due to the high rate of protons, which was approxi

mately ten times that of the pions in the mid plane. The nominal beam-spot size
focused on the target was 2.58 cm horizontal x 2.0 cm vertical at full-width-at-tenth

of-maximum (FWTM). The divergences for the pion beam spot were AO = +0.67°

(vertical) and Ath = + 3.2° (horizontal) [34].
The beam-spot position was frequently measured both during runs and after

each beam tune-up by attaching a polaroid film to the target for short exposures.
Figure 15 shows a photographically recorded image of the beam spot on the H2O
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Table 3. Kinematical settings.

LAB

CM

LAB

CM

T, (MeV)

163.7

110.7

218.6

143.23

0, (deg.)

125.4

135.1

123.5

135.1

77.4

90.1

75.2

90.1

15.7

30

15.7

32

28.7

56

28.7

58

41.7

81

41.7

83

54.7

104

54.7

107

Op(deg.)

target. Note that the beam spot was elongated horizontally to an oval shape since
the target was at a horizontal angle of 45° with respect to the beam. For the two pion

energies T.165 and 220 MeV, the initial beamline parameters were obtained by
running a channel tuning computer code (TICS) which calculated the nominal DACE

settings for the 15 power supplies in the Mll channel. For further "fine-tuning" of

the calculated settings, or to replace previous tunes, NMR probe readouts of the

magnetic fields were used to adjust the currents in B1 and B2. During channel
tuning an in-beam integrating wire-chamber displayed the horizontal and vertical
projections of the beam spot, thus allowing the beam focus to be optimized.
For energy calibration of the NaI detector, a 7r- beam was stopped in a liquid

H2 target. The channel tuning procedure was similar to the 7r+ case above except

the polarity of all magnets was first changed manually. The beamline was then

tuned to T = 80 MeV. This energy was low enough that the 7r- beam could be
easily degraded and stopped in the target. Even lower energies would have meant
much lower 7r- fluxes, due to in-flight decaying of the pions and lower production
cross-sections.
6 Digital to Analog Converter

:3:3
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Figure 16. a) Experimental setup top-view.b) Elevation view, positions are for clarity only.
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2.3

The NaI Detector
The NaI(T1) detector used in this experiment for photon detection was con

tributed by our Boston University collaborators [35]. Also known as BUNI (Boston

University NaI) (figure 17), it was designed to provided a high resolution (<2%),

high acceptance, total absorption scintillation counter for photons in the energy
range of 100-500 MeV. To achieve this resolution the active scintillation volume

had to be large enough so that a minimal amount of the electromagnetic shower
escaped from the sides and rear. A cylindrical geometry was favored since it was
easier to manufacture, the symmetrical shape is better suited for shower collection,
and it minimizes the amount of light loss from the sharp edges. NaI was chosen be

cause of better light output than BG0 and faster scintillation decay time than CsI.
Excellent uniformity of light production and collection throughout the crystal were

critical in obtaining optimum resolution. Therefore, the concentration of thallium
(T1) was carefully controlled during the manufacturing process. Thallium is added

as an impurity (--,1 part per 1000) and actually provides most of the scintillation
light.

The crystal was composed of a 22" long x 10.5" diameter cylindrical core

surrounded by additional 4.25" thick quadrants (quads). The 22" long core and
quad pieces were each composed of a 14" long front section coupled to an 8" rear

piece, i.e. the crystal was made of 10 continuous NaI segments optically coupled

into 5 modules. front plus 8" in The 22" core and each quad (five modules) were

optically isolated with a r thick film of MgO reflective powder. The reason for
longitudinal segmentation is that the maximum length of single crystal that could
be grown at the time of construction (1986) was 16 inches. An advantage of radial
segmentation was that information about directionality of events could be obtained.

This in fact was utilized in the analysis of our data (section 3.5.1) to eliminate
some background events. On the other hand, the segmentation of Na! increases the

complexity of operation and deteriorates the energy resolution of the system due

:35

Figure 17. BUN1's front, side, and back views.
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Table 4. BUM characteristics summary.

Dimensions (Nal)

19" 0 x 20", (core 10.5"0)

Weight ( B LIN I)

,-1000 lb.

AS/

10.054 msr

AE
E

1.7% measured at Ey= 130 MeV
1.2% obtainable at E,= 130 MeV, ref.[35]

1.2% optimum at E,=330 MeV, (simulated) ref. [36]

E, range

up to 500 MeV

to energy loss in the material between the segments. The crystal segmentation was
also very helpful in the crystal compensation process described below.
To make the light collection by the phototubes less dependent on the location

of the event, the surface of crystal was selectively sanded (this process is referred

to as "compensation").

Light collection of the phototubes could have position

dependence due to crystal defects, glue-joints, thallium density gradients, etc. The
compensation process was done by the manufacturer iteratively using 6.13 MeV

-y

rays from a 244Cm-13C source. Compensation for defects deeper than a few inches in

the crystal was not possible by this procedure since the maximum penetration length

of 6 MeV photons into NaI is 3". However, due to the segmentation, each of the
five optically isolated elements (quads and core) could be separately compensated.
The scintillation light from the core was viewed by seven 3" diameter photo

multiplier tubes (Hamamatsu R1911-01). Three identical phototubes were attached

to the back of each quad, for a total of 12. The entire Nal assembly was hermeti
cally sealed in an aluminum cylinder, which also provided mechanical support for
the 19 phototubes in the back. The front 8" diameter of this aluminum cylinder was

0.062" thick defining the maximum entrance window for radiation. The detector
was manufactured by Bicron Corporation [37]. The 19" diameter and 22" long Nal

assembly was designed to absorb, on the average, 99% of the energy deposited by
300 MeV photons entering the crystal along the central axis.
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The sealed Nal assembly was surrounded by six 5"-thick and 20"-long BC

400 plastic scintillator annular segments (sextants). Each sextant was viewed by
a pair of 2" Amperex XP2202B phototubes. The sextants could aid in cosmic ray
background reduction or indicate whether any significant shower loss occurred. In
principle rejecting the events with significant shower loss could improve the energy

resolution further. The sextant data were recorded but not used in the analysis.
The gain in using the sextant information was not sufficient to justify the additional

complications introduced in the data analysis.

The whole detector assembly was housed at TRIUMF in a r thick steel
box. This steel box was for temperature stabilization of the crystal, and it provided
magnetic shielding. Attempts were made to maintain the temperature of the crystal

and phototubes within a few degrees for gain stability. In front of BUNI there was
a 10" thick by 32" high steel shield housing a 6" diameter Pb-collimator (figure 16).
The edge of this collimator (adjacent to BUNI) defined a solid angle of 10.05 msr at

a distance of 134.7 cm from the target center. A 1" thick plastic scintillator paddle

between BUNI and the collimator was used in software to veto charged particles

entering BUNI via the aperture. The whole assembly of BUNI, steel shielding,
and collimator were on a movable stand with air pads underneath. This stand
was attached by a pivot arm to the center of the scattering table and provided a
convenient means of adjusting the angle of the few ton assembly to within a 0.1° for

different angular settings. The weight of the collimator was counterbalanced by
lead bricks at the rear of the table. The photon detector was positioned such that
photon CM angles were 90 and 135 degrees for each incident beam energy (table 3).

To monitor and correct for the gain shifts, light from a pulsed xenon (Xe)
flash lamp was filtered and piped via fiber optics cables to each element of BUNI.
The flash lamp discharge was triggered externally with a TTL signal. The intensity
shifts of the Xe light were in turn monitored with a small 2" thick Nall detector. This

small Nal viewed the light via one of the fibers. A Th-C radioactive source (2.615
MeV photons) attached to the small NaI provided a reference peak to monitor gain

variations of the small Nal detector.
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The basic characteristics of BUNI are summarized in table 4. Many other

factors were thoroughly considered in the design of this detector by the Boston
University group. For a more detailed discussion, refer to references [36, 35]. This
experiment benefited tremendously from the availability of this superior detector.

2.4

Proton Telescopes
The proton detectors consisted of four modules which were essentially iden

tical except for the length of scintillator blocks. Each module was made of a thin
AE counter in front of a pair of stacked scintillator blocks (E-blocks) for total ab
sorption of protons (figure 18). Each module was placed such that the distance of
AE counters was 48 cm from the target with a solid angle of 35.7 msr (defined by
the AE). The proton telescopes were placed around the quasi-free proton angle for
the r+ + n ---+ p + y reaction. Typically, the Op = 41.7° telescope was closest to the

quasi-free angle while Op = 15.7° was closest to the beam. The adjacent telescopes

were 13° apart and their angles were fixed for all the kinematic settings (table 3).
Each AE counter consisted of a *11 NE102A (Nuclear Enterprise C1.104H)

plastic scintillator. These counters had to be very thin so that the low energy

protons did not stop in them and yet thick enough so that the signal from protons

was distinguishable from pions and other minimum ionizing particles. The latter
criteria was essential since these counters triggered the readout system and defined
the timing for the events of interest (r+, 7p) as well as the monitor events (7+ ,r+p).
To maximize the light collection from the AE's a straight Plexiglass (C5H802) lightguide was used. The AE's were sized 5.73 cm horizontally by 14.35 cm vertically and

centered on the E-block stack. In this way, any proton passing through AE would
have stopped in the associated E-blocks. The E-blocks were 10 x10 cm' and 15, (30)

cm long pieces of BC-400 (Bicron C1ao3H) plastic scintillator with nearly identical

scintillation properties to NE102A. Each scintillating block was attached to a 2"
diameter Amperex XP2262 via a conical Plexiglass lightguide. The E-blocks were
originally designed and assembled by U. of Regina group [38]. The E-blocks would
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70cm

Figure 18. The proton telescope structure.

stop protons up to 140, (220) MeV energy originating from the active target area.
The low energy threshold for proton detection, dictated by energy loss in target-air-

AE path, was about 20 MeV at the target center. The energy resolution achieved
was about 3-6 MeV (FWHM) for the elastic ir+ +p

7r + +p protons, or greater than

3%. The resolution, at a given proton energy, depended on kinematic broadening

and the origin of the events in the target, which were more significant than the
inherent light production and collection of the detector. The optimum resolution
of these telescopes are about 2% (FWHM) as measured by the Regina group [38].

The segmentation (top-bottom) of the E-blocks complicated the readout system
but it added flexibility in geometrical configuration, and reduced the counting rates

on each block. Furthermore, by comparing efficiencies, counting rates, gains and

energy spectra for the top and bottom segments during the analysis systematic
cross-checks could be made.

2.5

Targets
The primary target consisted of H20. The H2O target design is described

below. In addition, a liquid hydrogen target was used for NaI energy calibration,
and a 1.3" thick CD2 target' was used for a first order proton telescope calibration.
7A (CD2)n plastic, 249.2±0.3 mg/cm3 target.
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For the design of the H2O target the main considerations were:
a) The target cross-sectional area (8 cm high and 20 cm wide) was selected to inter

cept the incident beam fully. The target size was a compromise between two

factors: avoiding beam interception by the frame which demanded a larger
window, and eliminating sagging of windows which demanded a smaller win
dow.

b) Ideally, no material containing atomic nuclei with higher atomic number than
160 should be used in the target and its frame. This was to avoid r+ + A

+p+ (A

1) reactions followed by 7r°

2y decay. This strong interaction

mechanism would have introduced excessive background at low excitation-

energy and easily overwhelmed the relatively small pion radiative capture
cross-section. Reducing the ir°> 2-y background at low excitation-energy was

thus crucial. As a consequence the entire target frame and stand were made
of Plexiglass (C5H802). The windows were 1.5 mil (0.038 mm) thick Kapton

(C221-110205),,. Kapton was chosen due to its great tensile strength and be

cause the minimum binding energy of the neutrons it contains is similar to
that of 160.
Distilled water (H2O) was used as the target filling. Liquid water was a suit
able choice because of the high oxygen density, and the hydrogen it contains

provided protons for r+p elastic scattering. The r+p events were used for
monitoring the beam flux as well as gain shift correction for the proton tele
scopes and BUNI photomultipliers.

c) The target thickness was limited to 3 mm at T,=165 MeV and 4 mm at T=220
MeV. These values allowed reasonable statistics while reducing the energy loss

for the low-energy outgoing protons. Protons originating from the center of
target with a minimum energy of --20 MeV could have been detected in the E-

blocks. (For actual threshold values refer to section 3.8). These lower energy

protons deposited 1 MeV (light equivalent) in the scintillating blocks, after
traversing few mm's of target, 48 cm of air, and

of AE.
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Material: Plexiglass
l mm hole

,1 mm hole

A

8
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Figure 19. Schematic diagram of H2O target frame.

Note that the discriminator thresholds on E signals were also set at about
this level to eliminate the background from low energy gamma-rays.

The main challenge was to prepare an H2O target with uniform thickness.

Early target prototypes showed significant bowing at the lower edge due to the
weight of the water. After many trials the following scheme was devised for pro
ducing quality targets.

The target frame was cut out from a uniform piece of 3 (or 4) mm thick
Plexiglass rectangles with 2 cm wide borders, and 20 cm x 8 cm window area (fig

ure 19). A pair of needle-size holes were drilled at the top side for the water inlet

and the air outlet. Kapton windows were epoxied to each side of the frame pro
viding a rectangular reservoir for the water. Prior to gluing, the Kapton window

was stretched on a special aluminum frame attached to a vacuum box, and the
target frame pre-compressed with a special clamp which squeezed both long sides

of the frame at midpoints. The stretched Kapton window was then glued to the
compressed Plexiglass frames. After the epoxy's 24 hour setting time, the clamps
were removed, leaving the Kapton window under tension provided by the rebound

ing Plexiglass frame. The excess Kapton around the outer edges of the frame was
then sliced away. The entire process was repeated for attaching the window on the
opposite side.
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When the target was filled, no thickness non-uniformities were observed over

a 3x3 cm2 area around the target center. This compares favorably with a beam
spot of 2.58 horizontal x 2.0 vertical cm2 at full width tenth maximum. After filling
the target, the two holes in the frame were plugged with silicon rubber. Once sealed,
later injections of water to compensate for evaporation through the Kapton windows

were easily made through the silicon rubber. The distilled water had to be boiled
before injection to dispose of the dissolved gasses, thus avoiding bubble formation

on the Kapton windows. The whole assembly and production were performed in
a special low dust room used for assembly of wire chamber detectors at TRIUMF.

A total of five targets were prepared: two 4 mm, two 3 mm, and an empty target

for background runs. The filled targets were kept in a moist container to reduce
evaporation during storage.
The target thicknesses were measured periodically at the center point using a
micrometer-microscope assembly. Target thickness was measured with a resolution

of +0.001" (0.025) mm or about 0.6% of the measured values. To check reading

errors, three different individuals made measurements of the same target. The
results for that measurement indicated an average thickness of 0.146" + (0.003").
The uncertainty in target thickness measurement obtained in this was was ±(2.1%).

Water evaporation through the Kapton window reduced the target thickness by
approximately 0.06 mm per day, at the center point. The periodically measured
thicknesses were linearly interpolated to obtain run-by-run values. Water was added

during extended beam-off periods to restore it to the nominal thickness for a given
kinematics setting.

Unfortunately, this complicated the extension of beam flux

monitor calibrations to all runs, and should have been avoided.

The liquid hydrogen target was provided and operated by the TRIUMF
cryogenic targets group. The container was a short cylindrical vessel (4 cm along
the beam and 12 cm diameter) with 0.010" mylar windows. Surrounding this disk
of liquid hydrogen was a buffer region filled with hydrogen gas at the same pressure

as the liquid (1.12-1.16 atm). The buffer region, about 4 cm thick at center, was
separated from vacuum by 0.010" of mylar and aluminized mylar.
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The entire assembly was encapsulated in a aluminized mylar vacuum chamber for

thermal insulation. The vacuum chamber walls were about 10 cm away from the
buffer windows.

2.6

Beam Flux Monitors
In order to calculate cross-sections, the number of beam r+'s impinging on

the target must be known accurately. The low cross-sections for this experiment

demanded 7.+ fluxes of the order of 107 per second which made reliable direct
counting measurements very difficult. Instead a redundant set of relative beam

monitors was used. Through an absolute calibration of these beam monitors, 7r+
flux information was obtained (section 3.3). In this section various components
of the monitoring system are described, and some improvements are suggested for
future implementation. The details of calibration of each component are described

in the analysis chapter (sections 3.4, C). Starting from the Mll nozzle and moving

downstream the beam flux monitors consisted of: MU

S1

(S2)

(S3)

PAS.

The beam monitoring system is schematically displayed in figure 20. Note that
S2 and S3 (located near the target position) were only present during the monitor
calibration runs.

2.6.1

Muon Telescope
Muon telescopes consisted of a pair of scintillators (MU1 and MU2) located

above the beam pipe and approximately 0.5 meter upstream of the M 11 nozzle. This

telescope detected the muons from 7r+ > it+ v decays in flight. Approximately 2%
of ir+'s per meter of flight decayed to p's at these energies. The decay muons formed

a cone with half-angle 6.82° (8.36 °) with respect to the forward beam direction at

T=220 (165) MeV. The threshold on the MU discriminators was set below the
minimum ionizing band. Background rejection in favor of decay /I's was achieved by

forming a coincidence of scintillator pairs MU1 . MU2. The accidental coincidences
( M j 'random )

were measured by delaying the signal from the MU2 discriminator by
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Figure 20. Beam monitors schematic set up during the calibration. (Side view).

43 ns and forming another coincidence.
MU true

= (MU1

MU2)

MU random

=

MU2 43ns

MU1

MUrandom

Due to low rates (less than 20 KHz), these monitors were least sensitive to
gain shifts resulting from beam current variations, but were moderately susceptible

to beam steering. Sensitivity to beam steering was apparent from the correlation
of the MU counting rate with the B2 dipole magnet NMR setting. (B2 is the last
beam bending magnet and determines the position of the beam focus).

2.6.2

S1

The in-beam scintillator consisted of two side-by-side segments S1A and SIB

to reduce the individual rates on each photomultiplier tube. The S1 scintillator was

placed in the beam, 7.0 cm after the Mll nozzle. This location kept the scattered
particles from S1 outside the geometrical acceptance of BUNI. In principle S1 should

be as close to the target as possible to minimize multiple scattering effects and
the pion decay correction, yet outside the acceptance of the photon and proton
detectors. At the Si location the beam spot was approximately 16.5 cm in the
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vertical (v) and 6 cm in the horizontal (h) direction. The cross-sectional dimensions

of SI were 27.1 cm (v) x 7.06 cm (h) and it was .-?" thick. The beam divergence
was about 0.67° (or +1.17 cm/m) horizontally and 3.2° (or ± 5.59 cm/m) vertically

[34]. The actual "Sl" scaler signal was a logical (OR) between the discriminator
output of its two segments, that is:

S1 = Sloe

S1A .OR. S1B

where S1A and S1B were each prescaled by a factor of 1024, and their discriminator
thresholds were set below the one 7r+ level.

Although the Si counters saw direct beam, they could not be used as a
reliable absolute flux monitor since:

a) large corrections for multiple pions in a given beam burst must be made,
b) rate-dependent gain shifts of their phototubes were significant,
c) proton and it contamination of the beam were not negligible, and

d) pions decayed during the 130-cm flight path to the target.
The multiples and gain shift problems would have been particularly bad if the beam
moved slightly to one side causing the counting rate in one segment of S1 to change
significantly relative to the other segment. For these reasons S1 was not used directly

to obtain an independent normalization. S1 was occasionally used to "bridge" the

MU or PAS calibrations. In future experiments, a scintillator hodoscope (with at
least four finger elements) would be more suitable for in-beam flux monitoring. This

would reduce the rate per scintillator, and hence lessen the 7r+ multiple corrections
and gain shifts.

2.6.3

PAS
The partially active scintillator (PAS) was located 256 cm downstream from

the target and viewed the central portion of the diverged beam spot. It consisted of
two optically isolated segments PAST and PAS2, mechanically coupled as one unit.
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Each segment consisted of a r x 15 cm x 15 cm Plexiglass lightguide with a grid
of holes drilled in it. Scintillating plugs (the active area) were imbedded in these
holes. The hole spacing was 5 mm horizontally x 15 mm vertically and matched for

the two segments. This spacing was to match the beam divergence. The holes were
it
1

1

6

for PAS1, which was facing the beam, and

for PAS2. This peculiar design

[39] was for the following reasons:

a) To reduce the active scintillating area to approximately 10% (for PAS2) of the

total area. As a result, the phototube counting rates were much lower than

the total impinging beam rate. This allowed reliable particle counting and
minimized gain shifts due to rate changes.

b) To suppress the false counts due to induced radioactivity in the Plexiglass or
the active scintillating area, the optically isolated PAS1 and PAS2 were used

in coincidence. This activation would have appeared as "beam hysteresis"
effects for a single counter.

The PAS thresholds were set just above the activation band. The electronic and
logic setup for the PAS was analogous to the MU telescope's:
PAStrue

= (PAS1 . PAS2)

PASrandom

=

PASrandom

PAS1 . PAS243.8

During the monitor calibration, the effect of pion multiple scattering on the

PAS was measured using a 3.2 mm thick sheet of plastic scintillator (S3). This
thickness was chosen to simulate the H2O target normally in place. As indicated in
section 3.4, target shrinking and refiling had negligible effects on the PAS rate. For

the empty target runs, where the PAS calibration was significantly affected, beam
rate information was obtained from the MU counters.
The beam was diverging rapidly in the vertical direction at the PAS location.

At this location PAS intercepted only a portion of the beam spot. Because of
this one expects the PAS rate to be simply proportional to the total beam rate.
Nevertheless, sensitivity to the quality of the beam focus was noticed during the
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runs. For example, in one particular case improving the horizontal focus produced
a 4.5% increase in the PAS count rate.

2.7

Complementary 7r+ Counters
Each of the four complementary counters (CC's) was a r x 6" x 6" plastic

scintillator paddle. They were positioned at the 7r+ angles for the elastic 7r+ + p

7r+ + p reaction, with protons in the the corresponding telescopes. The threshold

of these counters was below the pion band, and they were set up in coincidence
with their matching telescope. Since the elastic 7r++p rates were much higher than

the pion photoproduction rates, only a prescaled sample of the elastic coincidence
events was recorded.
The (71-

p) coincidence events measured in this manner were used for run

by-run energy calibration of proton telescopes. In principle, one could determine ti

for elastic 7r++p scattering to normalize the pion photoproduction data. However,

due to acceptance difficulties this could not be realized. This issue is addressed
separately in Appendix A.

2.8

Electronics & Data Acquisition
A schematic electronics diagram for the experiment is presented in figure 21.

The recorded events were of the following types:

1) BUNI. TEL was the primary event of interest. Where TEL

AE, . E, was a

coincidence between AE and E, (top or bottom block) hit. The thresholds
for the SE's were set such that most of the elastically scattered pions would
be removed without rejecting high energy protons. The E-block thresholds as

mentioned previously were set very low, accepting protons with energy more
than

MeV. BUNI was the summed signal from BUNI's core phototubes

with threshold set at 40 MeV to eliminate the low energy background events.
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2) CC . TEL, prescaled by 29, were acquired for 7r+

p ---+ 71-+

p monitoring and

off -line calibration of the proton detectors run-by-run. The CC signals were
signals were from complementary counters with their threshold set to accept
pions.

3) Pedestal events, triggered by Si and prescaled by 221, were used to monitor
pedestal centroids and to allow an on-line estimate of pile-up.
4) During some runs, prescaled telescope TEL, and BUNI quad single events were
also recorded for offline diagnosis.

5) Small Nal events, prescaled by 27, to monitor drifts in the flasher system. Small
Na! events were not used offline due to the adequacy of the 7r+ peak from the
7r+

p

7r+ + p reaction for BUNI gain monitoring.

6) Pulser ("fake") events, which were pulses fed through AE2, E21 and BUNI core
fan-in to simulate coincidence events. The pulses were low rate (few Hz). The

rate was proportional to beam rate by forming a random coincidence between

the prescaled quad rate and PAS. The timing of the fake events were set close
to the real coincidences. These fake events were used to monitor the electronic

and computer readout live-time by comparing the scaler count of generated
signals and the number of acquired signals. BUNI flasher events also provided

a rate independent check of the live-time.

7) Scaler events for the various counters and events types.
The electronic data was acquired with a micro-VAX computer system run
ning the VMS operating system. The acquisition software, VDACS [40], was used
for readout of CAMAC8 modules and writing the events to a storage device (8 mm

VCR magnetic tape).

For the above event types (except the scaler events), the values of various
TDC's and ADC's were transferred from CAMAC crate, into a memory buffer, then

onto the tape. The order of data words was determined by the acquisition software.
'Computer Assisted Measurement And Control.
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A fraction of these events (depending on how busy the computer was ) was analyzed
on-line with low priority using the LISA analysis package, which interfaced with the

data acquisition software (VDACS).
The same analysis package was also used for the offline processing of events. Scaler

events were handled in a similar manner but identified and processed separately.
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Chapter 3
Analysis
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3.1

Introduction
In this chapter the processing of data obtained during the experiment is de

scribed. Each event consisted of digitized output signals from various detectors,
which were recorded on magnetic tape for off -line analysis. The general organiza

tion and structure of the data were presented in the previous chapter. First, the
calibration of the detector systems and the beam flux monitors is described. Then,
the reduction of data, which was accomplished in three separate replays (passes), is

detailed. Finally, sources of background, and the procedure for its subtraction are
summarized.

3.2

Calibration of the Detector Systems

3.2.1

NaI Energy Calibration
In this section the procedure for converting the raw ADC values for the

BUNI detector to energies is described. The BUNI core and quad energy calibration

were done separately, due to the very different ranges of photon energies that were

deposited in each. For the NaI core energy calibration, the reaction 7r- +p>n+-y
was utilized. This reaction provided a source of distinct and sharply peaked 129.4

MeV photons. The 129.4 MeV photons were produced by degrading an 80 MeV

7r- beam in a metal plate, and stopping the 7r 's in a liquid hydrogen target.
In addition, photons from 7r- -1-p > n+ 7r° reaction followed by 7r°-+ 2--y were
produced. The 7r° decay photons were kinematically broadened into a "box" (E., =

70 + 20 MeV) in the photon spectra. This broadening was due to the residual
momentum of the 7r° before the decay.

For the BUNI quad photomultiplier tubes, an independent calibration using
2.6145±0.0001 MeV y-rays from a "TI source was done. This was necessary since

the typical energy deposited in the quads, for events of interest, was no more than
a few MeV's. The final BUNI calibration was obtained as following:

Ey = g sx [ k X E

4

+EQ
j =1

(3.1)
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x

Fiore

7

ELI ((to x
3

(3.2)

where a s are individual photomultiplier tube calibration constants, corresponding

to N' E N

N°, N = ADC and N° = ADC pedestal values, gs=gain-shift correc

tions, Q, is the energy in each quad, and k is a "fudge" factor. This fudge factor
was for fine tuning the calibration such that the measured Ery was 129.4 MeV for
the

+p

-y + n peak of the stopped 7r- run. Due to readjustments of the

BUNI ADC gate-widths early in the experiment, it was necessary to define two sets

of gain calibration. The values of the calibration constants obtained from the two

calibration runs are presented in the following equations for each set. The gains

were matched by adjusting the high voltage on the phototubes during the setup
stage. For runs < 32 the core and quad energies were calculated, in 0.1 MeV units,
as following:

INT { 10 x 0.979 x [ 0.373 N1' + 0.360 M + 0.360 .1q

+ 0.375 N4 + 0.392 NS + 0.375 N4 + 0.378N71/7}

Q1 =

INT { 10 x [ 0.030 (N8

26.42) + 0.031 (N9
24.89) /3

0.030 (N10

Q2 = INT { 10 x

[

0.036 (N11

33.96) + 0.034 (N12

0.032 (N13

Q3 = INT { 10 x

[

0.031 (N14
0.031 (N16

Q4 = INT { 10 x

[

0.033 (N17
0.031 (N19

26.53) +

30.41) +

27.75) ] /3 }

25.97) + 0.030 (N15

32.74) +

28.30) ] /3 }

31.52) + 0.033 (N18

30.86) +

31.19)] /3
(3.3)

Similarly for runs > 32 the core and quad energies in 0.1 MeV units were calculated:
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E=

INT { 10 x 0.973 x [ 0.369 NI + 0.357 AT + 0.352 lq
-I- 0.363 .N4 + 0.387 NS + 0.366 N4 + 0.379 1\r.] 17 }

INT { 10 x [ 0.031 (N8

=

27.35) + 0.032 (N9

0.031 (N10

Q2 = INT { 10 x [ 0.038 (N11

Q3 =

INT { 10 x [ 0.033 (N14
0.033 (N16

Q4 =

INT { 10 x [ 0.035 (N17
0.033 (N19

24.92)1 /3 }

35.14) + 0.036 (N12

0.033 (N13

27.21) +

31.51) +

28.75)1 /3 }

29.91) + 0.032 (N15

36.67) +

31.48)1 /3 }

34.24) + 0.035 (N18

33.64) +

33.71)1 /3 }
(3.4)

The energy calculation was performed using the above calibration factors. The

run-by-run ADC pedestals values for the seven core photomultiplier tubes were
extracted during the "1st-pass" of data, and implemented in the energy calculation
routine. For the quad photomultiplier tubes, the run-by-run pedestal variations

made an insignificant contribution to the El resolution. Therefore, only two sets of

quad pedestal values were sufficient (runs< 32 and runs> 32). Figure 22 shows a
plot of total E- deposited in BUNI. From this calibration run an energy resolution
of 1.7% (FWHM) for 129.4 MeV photons was obtained. A resolution of 1.2 ± 0.1%
with a 13 cm diameter collimator was previously achieved by the Boston University
collaboration [35].

For some events part of the electromagnetic shower initiated by the incident
photons would have escaped detection. This effect was mostly due to leakage of the

shower from the crystal, or loss of energy in non-scintillating material such as the
glue joints or the MgO layer. As evident from figure 22 or 23, the E,=-129.4 MeV
peak has a low energy tail which lies on top of a background, located between the

peak and the r° box.
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Figure 22. BUNI's measured response to 129.4 MeV photons counts vs.
threshold was at approximately 40 MeV.
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(0.1 MeV). The
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The background is due to neutrons, cosmic rays, radiative capture in the target
windows, etc. To calculate cross-sections to low-lying states, it was necessary to

know the fraction of events in the tail. A clean, background-subtracted measure

ment for the stopped 7r- run was not done during this experiment. Therefore,
results of BUNI's response function from an experiment, by university of Kentucky
group [42], which ran immediately before this experiment with essentially the same

BUNI set up (6" Pb-collimator) [41], and a later measurement (6.9" collimator) by

the same group was utilized. The later data (6.9" collimator) was ultimately used

since it was cleaner and had higher statistics. Although the data was for a 6.9"
diameter collimator the shape of the photon peak (response) was checked against
their 6" collimator data. There were no significant differences in the response shape

due to collimator size. Figure 23 is the BUNI's response to 129.4 MeV photons

(6.9" collimator). These data was obtained by measuring the 9 MeV neutrons in
coincidence with the photons (7r-p

-yn), thus the absence of the 7r° > 2-y box

and lower background levels. The response data was fit with a functional form of:
f (Ey) = Ae(E-Y-6)11[1

er f(E.,

6)/h)].

The fit parameters were: A (peak height), 6 (peak position offset), 1 (low energy half-

width), h (high energy half-width). The values of the fit parameters are in table 17.

In figure 23 the functional fit (dashed curve) is compared with the experimentally
measured response at E.,=129 MeV. The experimentally obtained response function
was utilized to optimize the Nal response simulation at E-,-,--129 MeV (Appendix B).

Once the GEANT simulation was optimized at Ey=129, the program was then used
to simulate the E.,,,250 and 360 MeV responses (where no experimentally measured

responses was available). The higher photon energy simulation were subsequently
used to obtain the energy dependence of the response function parameters.

As a monitor of gain shifts in the core phototubes, the 7r+

p elastic peak

in the energy spectra of BUNI was used. This peak value was extracted during
the first pass of the data and later used for run-by-run gain shift correction. Four
fiducial runs corresponding to two BUNI angular positions and the two incident
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Figure 23. Functional fit to the response of BUNI for E.y= 129.4 MeV.

beam energies were used. Figure 24 is a plot of the measured E, peak centroid vs.
run number in BUNI. Table 5 summarizes the stability of these peaks throughout
the runs.

3.2.2

Proton Telescope Energy Calibration
In this section the procedure for converting the raw ADC values for the

proton telescopes to proton energies at the center of target is described. First,
the AE calibration is described. Then, the E-block calibrations (which was more
involved) are described.

The AE's did not suffer significantly from 60 Hz noise. The calibration
constant for each LE was determined using the calculated proton energy deposited.

This calculated energy deposit was determined using 7+

p elastic kinematics at

T,----165, 220 MeV subtracting the energy lost in half the target thickness and air.
Energy loss tables were obtained for materials of interest from reference [43] using
the Bethe-Block [44] formulation for dri,
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Table 5. BUNI gain stability.

Kinematic

E71.4

Er+

Maximum 6E1 E

setting

calculated

measured

of measured

T,(MeV)

O.,

(MeV)

(MeV)

peaks

163.7

125.4 °

83.7

88.22

0.5%

163.7

77.4 °

115.40

120.42

0.4%

218.6

75.2 °

151.25

157.03

0.5%

218.6

123.5 °

106.25

107.62

1.2%

200
+44444444+114+14+++4+1+

150
4-H+++1+H+ 1444+044.
44+1+4+64+14++1+44+

100
+44+14- 4++4+

50

0

I

0

20

I

40

I

I

60

80

Run number

1

100

120

Figure 24. BUNI gain stability for elastic 7r+ energy peak. (Pion peak energy in BUNI vs. run
number). The energy has not been corrected for gain shifts.
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For each SE;, calibration constants are then
gi = 6,Ecaicl(ADCi

PEDi)

where PED refers to ADC pedestal values, and ADC is the ADC centroid for gaus

sian fits to the proton peaks in AE for each of the fiducial run. The effect of gain

shifts in the SE's on total energy and PID was small. Therefore, for the SE's the
calibrations from the fiducial runs were extended to the rest of the runs without
further corrections, i.e.

AEi = gi x (ADCi

PEDi)

(3.5)

where ADC now corresponds to the value of ADC for a proton event and PED is
the fiducial run pedestals.

The E-block calibrations were done in several steps. First, the 60 Hz noise
due to ground loops had to be removed. Without correction, the ADC pulse height

resolution would be determined by these pedestal fluctuations rather than by the
detectors themselves. Note that unlike the BUNI analog signals, the proton tele
scope (En) signals were not coupled through a high-pass RC filter to their associated

ADC's, due to the shortage of such filter units. To use the setup time more effi

ciently, it was decided to do the "60 Hz" correction off-line instead of trying to
defeat the ground loops.

The off-line 60 Hz corrections was made possible by using a special phase-

locked circuitry (figure 25). A discriminator produced an output signal with fixed
phase with respect to the line frequency. The output of this discriminator was used

to reset a scaler which was counting at 0.72 MHz. This scaler, henceforth referred

to as "PH60", was read out after every event of interest. In this way the phase
information for each event was recorded for off-line software correction during the

analysis. Figure 26 (left) provides an example of this correlation'. The off -line 60
Hz corrections (which actually involved additional harmonics of the line frequency)
9The maximum value of the scaler before being reset was 12000. Thus, 0 = (27r/12000) x PH60
scaler value.
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Figure 25. Electronics diagram for the 60 Hz phase readout system.

are presented in the following equations for each E-block ADC. Here Au and

13,3

are the raw and corrected E-block ADC's, respectively. The constant coefficients,
for each harmonic, were necessary to optimize the resolution of the pedestals.
= 27r x PH60/12000.
B11 = A11

(4.00sin(q)

1.00sin(30))

B12 = Al2

(4.50sin(q)

1.00sin(3q))

B21 = A21

(4.00sin(0)

1.00sin(3q)

3.00sin(q /2))

B22 = A22

(6.00sin(0)

1.00sin(30)

3.00sin(0/2))

B31 = A31

(3.50sin(q)

0.75sin(3q5))

B32 = A32

(4.00sin(q)

0.50sin(30))

= A41

(4.00sin(q)

1.00sin(3q)

3.00sin(0/2))

1342 = A42

(5.00sin(0)

0.50sin(30)

3.00sin(0/2))

B41

(3.6)

Figure 26 (right) shows the pedestal for E22 before and after the 60 Hz correction.

Second, the 60 Hz corrected pedestals and 7r+

p proton peaks for the E-

blocks were fitted with a gaussian function, and run-by-run values of the centroids

were tabulated. A fiducial run from each kinematic setting was selected: one at

the end of the T,=165 MeV runs and the other at the beginning of the T,=220
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Figure 26. The effect of the 60Hz noise on the pedestal of E22 before the correction (top), and
after the correction (bottom).
Left: pedestal of E22 (counts) vs. scaler PH60 (counts).
Right: counts vs. ADC channel.
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corrected with the final calibration.

MeV runs. For each fiducial run, Ei3's were determined using the deposited proton

energy. This deposited energy was determined using

7T+

p elastic kinematics at

the target center, and then correcting for energy losses in the target, air, and AE.
For the E-blocks, the measured light L in the ADC's were not linearly proportional
to the energy deposited in the blocks (equation 3.9). This effect, pulse height defect,

is discussed later in this section. The calibration constants for the E-blocks were

obtained using the light L, (same value for top and bottom block) corrected for
pulse height defect. These values were obtained from the L vs. E,, tables described
later.

gii = Li/(Bii

PEDii)

where again By3 and PED,3 were 60 Hz corrected centroids values for 7r+

(3.7)

p proton

peaks at each fiducial run. The fiducial calibration was extended to the rest of the
runs in the appropriate settings (second pass of data).

The gain shift correction for each run, Icr was calculated using the ratio of
the tabulated ADC value for the 7r+

p peak centroid of that run (peakr,m) to the

fitted peak of the fiducial run in that setting (peakfiduciat)10 Thus,
"Of course, it is best to use pedestal subtracted centroids. However, due to the relatively small
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krun

= (peakrun/peakfiductat)

This was done for each E-block (Ei;) separately. This procedure provided the light

(in MeV) deposited by protons in each of the Et, blocks. That is for each event in
an E-block,

Li; = gii x krun x (Bii

PEDii)

(3.8)

here PED is the corresponding pedestal value for that run (read in software from
the tabulated values). Before describing the final process for finding the proton
energies (from L,3's) it is necessary to describe the pulse height defect correction.

Even in a detector that is carefully designed to make the light collection ef
ficiency independent of position, the total light emitted from a scintillator block is
not simply proportional to the energy deposited. This problem is called pulse height
defect and is especially significant for low energy protons (and heavier charged par

ticles). As the protons slow down in scintillator they become more ionizing i.e.,
dE

2

iy where z and

are the charge and v/c of the ionizing particle, respec

tively. As a result, a higher density of excited molecules is created along their

path. Quenching interactions among these molecules, which reduces the available
energy for luminescence, becomes more prominent at higher ionization densities.
Therefore, for lower energy protons a deviation from linearity (decrease in slope)

of light-output vs. deposited energy is observed. This phenomena was originally
modeled by Birks [45]. In Birks empirical formulation, light output is related to
ionization density by
dL
dx

s

dE
dx

(3.9)

1+ kB`2.
where L is the light emitted, E is the energy deposited, S is the absolute scintilla

tion efficiency, and kB is a parameter related to the density of ionization centers.
Note that for minimum ionizing particles the exited molecules are several molecular

distance apart. Therefore, the light emitted by the scintillator becomes linearly
pedestal fluctuations, the error was negligible and an additional pass required to correct it was
not justified.
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proportional to the deposited energy, i.e.,
dL
dx

cdE
dx

Although second order corrections to Birks formula (equation 3.9) have been sug
gested [46, 47], the need for these higher order corrections has not been in general

established by experiments. Most of the studies for light output of scintillators were
done at low energies with large variations amongst the results, leaving the situation

inconclusive. For higher incident energies, the low energy formulations could not
be extended successfully. The measurements are expected to change for different
incident particles and scintillating materials. However, the results may be also sen
sitive to the measuring technique and energy range for a fixed choice of particle and

scintillator. One particular difficulty for obtaining the response data for higher en
ergy protons is the position dependence of light collection. For instance, the closer

the protons stop to the lightguide or phototube, the higher the light collection effi
ciency becomes. Therefore, it is best to select a sufficiently long scintillator block

to stop all protons well in front of the light guide coupling. Another effect is that
the measurements using extremely low energy incident particles indicate different
response than if the same low energy particles are produced within the scintillator
bulk, e.g. recoil protons from incident neutrons. This is due to a surface quenching
and ionization escaping detection.

In this experiment, the value kB = (1.26 ± 0.20) x 10-2 gr/(cm-MeV) from
reference [48] was used. The range of proton energies (Ep=36-220 MeV) measured

by them was the closest to this experiment, and their single parameter fit was the
only one available at these energies. A two parameter fit would presumably have

provided better results for the low energy region. It should be mentioned that
the pulse height defect and energy loss data used were for NE102(A) (C1.104H)
plastic scintillator, while the E-blocks were actually made out of BC-400 (C1.103H)

However, these two scintillator types are nearly identical, as can be seen from the
manufacturer's literature in table 6.
The response of the E-blocks to 60-200 MeV protons were also studied by
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Table 6. Comparison of BC-400 and NE102A plastic scintillators.

BC-400

NE102A

Light Output % Anthracene

65

65

Decay Time (ns)

2.4

2.4

Wavelength of Max. Emission (nm)

423

423

Ratio H:C Atoms

1.103

1.104

University of Regina group [49]. The pulse height defect was evident in their stopped

proton results. Since their measurements were for Er >60 MeV they were not used
here.

To obtain L = f(E), equation 3.9 together with Bethe-Block ( (/c. ) were
integrated for Ep up to 300 MeV. A plot of the functional form of the light output vs.

energy deposited is presented in figure 28. For this application only the functional
form of light output (relative magnitude) was important. The scintillation efficiency

constant (S) is arbitrary and in absence of a dedicated measurement is unknown.
Here, the value of S was set to one at the highest proton energy, i.e. L = E = 300
MeV. Then, using the calculated proton energy in the blocks for 7r+

p calibration

runs, the value of L was calculated from the integrated functional form (to create L

vs. E tables). Using the calculated L, values, calibration constants for each E-block

were determined (equation 3.7). Finally, to find the energy of protons at the center

of the target, it was necessary to correct for energy losses suffered by each proton

traversing half of the target, air, and the AE scintillator. This meant correcting
the Li3's (equation 3.8) for pulse height defect to obtain the proton energy before
entering E-blocks, then backtracking the protons through the various media to find

their energy at the center of the target event-by-event. Protons were assumed to
originate from the center of the target due to absence of better information. The L
vs. E tables and interpolations routines were from reference [50].
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Figure 28. Calculated scintillator light output vs. deposited energy for the E-Blocks.
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3.3

Beam Flux Monitor Calibration
In order to obtain an absolute pion count from the MU, Si, and PAS counts

these monitors had to be calibrated. At the high pion fluxes in this experiment

l0

MHz with 130 fLA of primary proton beam) direct reliable counting of the beam

would have been difficult. Not only would this have been a very high rate for a
single counter, but also a large correction for multiples would have been necessary.

The monitors counted at much lower rates than the full pion flux. Additionally,
they were calibrated at a lowered primary beam current (--0.7 MHz with 10 itA of
primary proton beam) enabling a direct measurement of pions at the target location

using an in beam scintillator.

The monitor calibrations were carried out at the end of each T, setting. It
would have been preferable to repeat these calibrations several times during the

experiment, but the impact on other experiments running concurrently was too
severe. In order to do the monitor calibration, the channel magnets and collimators

settings were not changed; instead the current in the cyclotron was reduced while

maintaining the duty factor at 100%. This procedure effectively shut down all
other beam lines in the meson hall and proton hall for approximately one hour.
The calibration procedure is outlined here and details carried out in section 3.4 and

Appendix C for T.220 and 165 MeV respectively.
For each beam energy the low current (10/LA) monitor calibration run was

followed by a high current (1300.) monitor calibration run. The low current run
was used to calibrate the monitors to minimize the correction for multiple pions (per

beam burst) in S2 and minimize any electronic dead-time effect. The subsequent
130/LA run was used to check for systematic errors, for example to test if all monitors

scaled with rate in the expected manner. For this purpose the raw scaler values for

all the monitors (and other counters) were recorded for both beam currents.
A 6-cm diameter

thick scintillator (S2) was placed in beam at the target

location (45° with respect to the beam direction) with the 1120 target removed
(figure 20). This scintillator was sized to accept essentially all of a focused beam
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spot while missing most decay muons. Using this detector the number of pions that

passed through the target were counted at a lowered beam current of 10/2A. It was

necessary to readjust the threshold on S2 since the gain of its phototube changed

a great deal between the 10/tA and 130/2A runs. The raw S2 scaler counts were

corrected for multiple pions in a given beam burst, proton contamination of the
beam, and decay of pions to p+. The muon contamination was calculated for each
T,. Since the decay it's could not be measurably distinguished from 7T+'S by pulse-

height in thin scintillators. Then, the rest of the monitors were cross calibrated
using the corrected S2 counts.

In order to simulate multiple scattering effects of the target on the beam, in

one test run an additional r thick CH2 plastic scintillator (S3) was placed down
stream from S2, also at the target position. The S3 scintillator was also utilized to

measure the proton contamination of the r+ beam in conjunction with S2. Since
S2 was too thin to resolve pions cleanly from protons by pulse height, the S3 signal

was discriminated at two levels: S3B=protons and S3 =(ir+ +protons). The S3B
signal level was well above the 27-+ threshold. The S3 scintillator alone was not

used to determine f + (pion fraction of the beam) because it was large, and the
proton contamination was expected to be much higher on the left side of the beam

(looking downstream) due to the degrader. In addition, S3's acceptance for decay
p's would have been very high.

Thus the MU, PAS, and S1 counters were calibrated in terms of number of
pions going through the target positions. The duration of the calibration runs were
deliberately short, of the order of few minutes, to ensure beam stability. The results

of these runs are in section 3.4 and Appendix C.
Finally, the following consistency checks were performed on the beam flux
calibrations:

1. The pion flux was obtained independently from the channel settings to within

+ 20% using the TRIUMF User's Handbook [34].

2. Ratios of several counters were compared when the beam current was in
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creased from 10/LA to 130pA. This was done to check for systematic effects

like gain shifts due to rate dependence. Subsequent corrections were made
(see section 3.4, Appendix C) for this effect which was about 4%.
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Table 7. The T,=220 MeV monitor calibration summary.

Run time (sec.)
MU

MUrandom

PAS

PASrandom

run 120 (10pA)
53
30 a
284

3867
278612

S2 (measured counts)

1

1850

run 129 (130pA)
180x -91)
284

164290

12788710

315

206754

36542138

5423572 x 256b

0.653 MHz

7.302 MHz

0.980

0.980

(7r,-1-4)

0.976

0.976

Multiple r's correction

1.015

1.202

Total correction factor

0.971

1.150

0.634 MHz

10.09 MHz

S2 (measured rates)
(7,
7, -F.p)

S2

corrected

rate (7ils)

'time scaler registered 284 counts during 300 seconds.
bprescaled

3.4

The T,=220 MeV Beam Monitor Calibration
After the final (r+,7p) run at T,=220 MeV (run 117), the beam monitors

were calibrated as described in section (2.6). The corrections made to the inbeam scintillator S2 during the calibration run are summarized in table 7. These
and additional corrections leading to a final calibration for MU, PAS, and S1 are
described in the following sections.

3.4.1

Proton Contamination
Proton contaminations of the beam had to be subtracted out i.e., the raw

counts of S2 was multiplied by pion fraction
fir =7

+p
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Here it (p) refers to the number of pions (protons) in the beam during the calibration.

In order to measure the proton contamination of the beam passing through S2, a
thicker scintillator S3 was utilized in coincidence. As indicated earlier, the S3 signal

was discriminated at two levels S3B= well below 2ir band (selecting protons), S3=

just below lir band (selecting ir+protons). Proton contamination in S3 for the
130i/A run was obtained by:
S3. S3B
= 0.971
S3

where fn(s3) is the fraction of pions in S3, resulting in
fp(S3)

1

fir(S3)

2.9%.

This gives the proton contamination in S3 alone. Since the dimensions of S3 were

larger than S2, and pulse height resolution in S2 was poor, the pion fraction in S2
was estimated as follows:

S2. (S3 .S3B)
S2

= 0.941.

However, this result had to be corrected for inefficiency of S3, since (due to different

threshold levels) not every S2 hit resulted in an S3 count i.e.,
ES3

S2 . S3
= 0.960
S2

where cs3 is the probability of S3 hit when there was a hit in S2. Finally, the fully
corrected pion fraction in S2 is:

f, (S2)

=

0.941
= 0.980
0.960

in other words, about 2% proton contamination in S2. This value is of the expected
order based on previous experiences with the M11 beam line [51]. Note that fir(s3)
was slightly smaller than fir(s2).

3.4.2

Muon Contamination
A correction had to be made to the S2 counts for pions that decayed in-flight

to muons which reached S2. These muons could not be distinguished from the beam
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Table 8. The T7r=220 MeV it contamination.

T,=220 MeV

0

6.82°

d

25.1 cm

7+ t,

0 976

pions. Most muons decayed into a characteristic cone with the angle 0 indicated
in table 8. In the table "d" is the maximum distance to S2 at which 100% of decay
muons will fall within S2's acceptance and

r-FA

is the fraction of 71-4-'s that survived

traversing the distance "d ". Note that this should be an overestimation since all
the pions were assumed to lie along the central beam axis.

3.4.3

Multiple Pion Correction
There was a significant probability to have more than one pion in a given

beam burst. However, the signal discriminator fired at most once during a given 3
ns wide beam burst. Thus, multiple pions in a beam burst would be counted as only
one in S2, so the S2 count rate was an underestimate of the pion content of the beam.

The size of this error increased rapidly with the beam rate. In order to determine
the true pion flux, a Poisson distribution for the probability of finding a particles
in a given beam burst was assumed. The mean of this probability distribution v, is
defined as
V

S2 true rate

(3.10)

RF
where RF = 23.064 MHz is the cyclotron frequency. The number of pions pass

ing through S2 per second (S2 true rate) is related to the measured scintillator rate
S2 measured rate, as follows:

S2 true rate = S2 measured rate X fmultiples

(3.11)

where fmuitipi ( multiples-correction-factor) is obtained as following:
Imultiples

=

En=1 P(n)
1

ev

(3.12)
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P(n)

v" X e'
n!

Note that only terms up to n = 6 were sufficient in the this estimate.
Since a priori one does not know the true rate (S2 true rate), a value is guessed

for it. Based on the guess, v is calculated and then using equation 3.11 a value
for S2 measured rate is calculated. Then this calculated value for S2

measured rate is

compared with the actual measured rate. This process is continued iteratively until

the calculated and measured values for S2 measured rate converge. In this way, the
multiples correction factors for the 220 MeV were determined to be fn./tip/es= 1.015
and 1.202 for the 10,aA and 130,aA calibration runs, respectively.

3.4.4

Multiple Scattering Correction
In a separate test run, effects of multiple scattering of the beam on the PAS

rate were measured. This was accomplished by removing S3 (r scintillator between
S2 and PAS). As a consequence the S2/PAS scaler ratios indicated a 2.7% increase
in the PAS rate. This increase reflects a 0.6% change per mm of CH2, and indicates

that the effect of the difference in thicknesses of S3 and the actual

4 mm H2O

target were < 1%. In addition, this test provided a quantitative estimate of the
systematic effect of target shrinkage on PAS rate during the normal data runs.

3.4.5

Additional Corrections (Beam Scaling)
During the calibration run the beam current was increased from lOttA to

130,aA. Keeping the same threshold levels for all the monitors, except S2, the ratios

for S2/PAS and S2/MU scaled differently such that the changes of these ratios were

61o,13oAA = 1% for S2/PAS and (510-413oliA = +6% for S2/MU. Note that the
thresholds on S2 were adjusted when the beam current was increased while the MU

and PAS thresholds were unchanged. Since this systematic discrepancy could not
have been due to S2 alone, a rate dependance of the gains of the phototubes on MU

and/or PAS was suspected. By comparing the ratios for MU and PAS monitors
to E21, E31, CC2, and CC3 at 10,aA and 130pA, a beam rate correction factor

was obtained. The E, and CC, scintillators were not directly in the beam path
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Table

9. The T,-=220 MeV ( litA) scaler ratios.
MU

42.41

E21

43.78

PAS

45.45

E22

43.83

CC2

42.72

E31

43.49

CC3

43.18

E32

43.67

E41

43.57

E42

43.39

and therefore suffered the least amount of gain shift. Additional evidence for MU

and PAS rate dependance was indicated by examining the singles rates for their
individual components MUl, MU2, PAS1, and PAS2. Table 9 lists these ratios for

the 130 FA to the 10 itA run. PAS and MU were made to scale as the average of
E21, E31, CC2, and CC3 did by introducing beam scaling factors as following:
MU X 1.0291

M USCaled

P AS scaled

3.4.6

(3.13)

= PAS x 0.9600.

(3.14)

Final Calibration for 220 MeV
Using run 120 (10 itA primary proton beam) the actual number of pions for

the low intensity run N7, liomA is given by
N7r

r

r

S2 raw counts X

10pA

X ,multiples

X
(7r + P)

( 7r

+ it)

= 36542138 x 0.9815 x 0.976 x 1.015

the scaler counts for the 10pA calibration
MUlOttA

= MU

PASIOnA

= PAS

= Si

run

M Urandom

PASrandom
S1random

MU, PAS and S1 were
= 3867

= 278612
= 10.2129

1

1850

(3.15)
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finally, at any given run the number of pions for each monitor were
201141')

N (PAS)

N(S))

where

Artdge

=

=

N,

I

ioAA

x(

wiMu ti

) X 1.0291 x fbridge

A,f- fr
A

N, lloilA x (\ pAP5,141.09 ) x 0.9600 x (bridge

= N, 110µA X ( S1

x (1024)2 X /bridge
)

is a bridging factor described below in section 3.4.7. The MU, PAS,

and S1 in the numerator refer to random subtracted scaler counts for the each (71-+,--y

p). For 130 1tA runs S1=S1A-I-S1B counts were prescaled by (1024)2. The actual

pion count used for normalizing the cross-sections (at T,=220MeV) was based on
MU telescopes (N(rmu) see section 3.4.7).

3.4.7

Extending the Calibration
To extend this calibration to the full set of data at 220 MeV, stability of the

MU and PAS monitors throughout runs 69-114 was carefully examined. To check
the stability of MU and PAS, S1 and (TEL. BUNI

TB) were used. Although TB

was inherently target thickness dependent, it could still be used for adjacent runs in
which the target thickness did not change significantly. Si provided an independent

monitor of the beam with some expected rate dependence since it was an in-beam
scintillator. Using MU/S1 and PAS/S1 in figure 3.4.7 one rules out the use of PAS

in favor of MU due to sensitivity of PAS to the beam tune as evident from the
following:

a) At the end of run 83 the horizontal and vertical jaws of the beam were closed
down, reducing the beam flux from 9.2 MHz to 7.8 MHz. This was done at
the request of the control room due to triggering of neutron flux monitoring

alarms in the M11 channel area. The PAS calibration needed a systematic
shift of 5.7% due to this change, while the MU calibration was consistent with
preceding runs.

b) At the end of run 80 there was no beam for 2 days due to cyclotron maintenance.

After this period, the beam on the target was more focused as indicated by
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the beam spot photographs. This resulted in a 4.5% increase in the PAS
calibration constant for runs 80-69. On the other hand, the MU calibration
was relatively constant.

The relative stability of Si was obtained by examining S1 /TB ratio. The

stability of TB in turn was evident by TB/CC, ratios. Note that additional care
was taken in using the target thickness dependent rates such as TB or CC,. Due to
target filling and shrinkage these rates could not have been used directly throughout

a kinematics setting. For example, at the end of run 85 target was filled (3.669 mm

to 4.169) which was evident by an increase in the TB rate (see the plots of TB/S1
vs. run).
The S1 /MU ratio was relatively stable for this kinematic setting, fluctuating

no more than + 3.5% (see figure 3.4.7). A systematic drop (downward slope) was
noticeable for SI /MU ratio in that figure. The slight downward slope in the S1 /MU

plot was attributed to drop in Si counting, rather than MU telescopes. This was
for the following reasons: First, Si was susceptible to horizontal beam motion. The

maximum horizontal beam shifts (run 80 to 91) was of the order 1 cm as evident

by the beam spot photographs. These lateral shifts should cause gain shifts in Si
segments (S1=S I A-I-SIB). Second, considering TB/S1 for runs 96-114, during which

target shrunk by 3%, one expects TB/S1 to drop by 3% as well. On the contrary,
TB/S1 ratios for those runs indicated a gradual rise (figure 3.4.7), suggesting that
Si counting was dropping relative to TB. TB/MU for the same runs (on the average)

dropped as expected.

Therefore, for the complete T,=220 MeV runs MU telescopes were most
stable and their calibrations could be most reliably extended. Since the 220 MeV
calibration was done at the end of the experiment, corrections were considered in
reverse order starting from run 114.
The bridging coefficient (hrtdge) which was used to match the 130,uA monitor

calibration run (run 129) to the last 220 MeV run (run 114) was determined based

on the S1 /MU ratio for those two runs. This was based on the S1 /MU ratios for
the mentioned runs which was relatively stable. For the calibration run (run 129)
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Figure 29. Monitor stabilities for runs 69-117.

S1 /MU = 4.1165 x 103 and for run (114) S1 /MU= 4.1230 x 103. Therefore, for
this kinematic setting, fbr.dge = 1 since SI/MU changes by only 0.17% from run 114
to 129.
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3.5

Experimental Backgrounds
BUNT Backgrounds and Cuts

3.5.1

Due to the large volume occupied by the Nal detector, as well as its use
as a neutral particle detector it was susceptible to various sources of background,
specifically:

a) Cosmic rays, which mainly consisted of high energy muons. Cosmics
deposited substantially more energy in the quads compared to the events of inter
est. For minimum ionizing muons the peak of the energy distribution in BUNI

was roughly 250 MeV (for the events going through BUNI vertically). For such

events, approximately 50 MeV of the energy was deposited in top (or bottom)
quads. These cosmics could be rejected by placing a cut on the ratio of THE quad's

summed energy to core energy,

4:quads

Events which asymmetrically deposited

a large amount of energy in one of the quads were also removed, i.e. events with
quad overflow Equad > 65 MeV. This preferentially removed cosmics which did not

traverse along a diameter. The quad asymmetry cuts also removed some of the

other background events that were coming through the side of the crystal. The
two cuts were very successful in reducing the cosmics to an insignificant level, see

figure 31. In that figure energy spectra of neutral events in BUNI for the stopped
it

run is presented in three parts: without the cuts (top figure), after the two cuts

(middle), and the events that were removed due to the cuts (bottom). Note that
the vertical scale is logarithmic, the photon peak is at 129.4 MeV, and the cosmics

have a broad energy distribution centered around E,=250 MeV. In the region of
Er> 160 MeV (kinematically forbidden background), the quad/core energy ratio

and quad overflow cuts reduce the number of events by 94%. With the addition
of the BUNI TDC cut around the photon peak only 1.5% high energy background
remains.

b) An unexpected background in BUNI was due to beam correlated neutrals
originating downstream of the target in the concrete shielding blocks. A significant

part of this neutral background was neutrons produced by 7r+ + A

n+p-F
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Figure 31. Effect of the BUNI quad/core energy ratio cut and quad overflow cut in removing the

cosmics. Top figure, E. spectra for stopped 7- run with neutral conditions. Middle figure, same
but with the cuts. Bottom figure, the removed events.
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(A

2) pion absorption reactions on the concrete walls downstream of the beam

("backsplash neutrons"). The probability of a pion producing backward neutrons
in the shield wall was high. Due to BUNI's large size it not only intercepted a large

fraction of the neutrons but also stopped most of the ones passing through it. Some
of the neutrons would pass through the quads and then produce protons by knockout

reaction on the Nal nuclei. These events could escape the quad/core energy ratio
and quad overflow cuts if the proton knockout reaction originated in or near the
BUNI core. For the kinematic settings at which BUNI was located, in the more

forward angle (and therefore closer to the concrete blocks) the backsplash neutron

background was more pronounced. Additionally, the asymmetrical distribution of
this background (in the two quads closer to the wall) indicated the concrete wall and

not the T1 (the beam line pion production, figure 14) target was the problem. After

quad/core and quad overflow cuts a significant neutral background still underlay
the photon TOF peak.
c) Due to the relatively large cross-section for the elastic 7r+

p reaction,

a small fraction of 7r+'s 00.11)% entering the front face of BUNI did not trigger
S4. The charge veto criterion was a nonzero S4 TDC value. Some of the incident

7r+'s that did not trigger S4's TDC had a signal in S4's ADC. The ADC signal
came directly from S4's photomultiplier tubes; unlike S4's TDC signal which passed

through a discriminator. Signals from the S4 ADC and the complementary counter

in front of BUNI were utilized to reject the remaining pions that were undetected
by S4 in software. Without these software cuts the missed 7r+'s would have been
erroneously tagged as a valid (BUNI . TEL) events.

d) Beam muons which were captured, and subsequently decayed, in the Na!

core. A cut on prompt photons, time-of-flight or (TOF), eliminated most of these
events.

e) Decay photons from R's were cut using the excitation-energy spectra
(section 3.5.3).

f) Time correlated backgrounds were removed using a TOF cut rather suc
cessfully. To improve the photon TOF resolution, corrections for "timing walk" in
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Figure 32. BUNI TDC linearization using the AE2 (Op = 28.7 °) ADC.

the BUNI core TDC start and stop (from DE) signals, were applied in the analysis
software.

Timing walk is due to variations of the incoming signal amplitude (assuming

the pulse shape is constant). These variations translate into time differences in
the discriminator's output logic signal. Since a disCriminator needs a certain input
voltage before it fires, a faster rising pulse triggers an output sooner, see figure 33.
Use of constant fraction discriminator (CFD) reduces this walk. In CFD, an output

is produced only when the input signal reaches a fraction of its peak value.

Offline corrections for both the start and the stop signals of BUNI's core
TDC were necessary. This was indicated in plots of BUNI's core ADC vs. its TDC

and AE ADC vs. BUNI's TDC, for example see figure 32. The start signal was
from the BUNI core, the magnitude of which was measured by an ADC, separately.

The stop signal was from AE (one for each telescope), the magnitudes of which
were measured by AE ADC's.

For BUNI's core TDC vs. ADC linearization

TOF = TDC BuNI + 250.0 (0.044721

1

vEcore

(3.16)
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t

Vthreshold

V
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Figure 33. Timing walk of the discriminator output pulses due to amplitude variation of the
input (triangular) signal.

where TOF (the time-of-flight variable) is the time difference between start and
stop signals as measured by TDCBuNt (channels) and Eco is the calibrated energy
deposited in BUNI's core; recall BUNI was triggered for events with a minimum of

40 MeV in the core. For TDCBuNi vs. ADCAE linearization there were four SE's

to consider. Only events that were within the reals coincidence window of SE's

and above 0.1 MeV threshold (ADCAE, > 100) were SE's and above 0.1 MeV
threshold (ADC6,E, > 100) were considered

TOF, = TDCBUNI + C,(ADCAE,

100)

(3.17)

where, "100" refers to the 0.1 MeV point in SE ADC's) and C, is one of the telescope

dependent linearization constants with the following values:

= 0.1750
C2 = 0.1070
C3 = 0.1000
C4 = 0.0875.

Since there were four different telescope stop signals, four different TOF windows for

this cut were used. After the TDC linearizations, the TOF resolution was improved
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Figure 34. The effects of the linearizations on BUNI TDC spectrum.
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to 4 ns full width tenth maximum (FWTM), figure 34. Subsequently, an improved
random background subtraction was achieved by narrowing the windows around the

photon TOF peak in the BUNI TDC spectra. The improved photon TOF resolution

are presented in figure 34. The top figure contains the improvements due to AE2
linearization and the bottom figure is the combined AE2 and Ecore correction. The
dashed curves are for the uncorrected TDC values. The AE walk correction yielded

the greatest improvement as can be seen from that figure. This is expected since a

CFD was used for E (TDC start).
3.5.2

Proton Telescope Background
To reduce the background in the proton telescopes, several cuts were applied.

Time uncorrelated events were reduced by selecting the prompt events in both E
and AE TDC spectra. The AE2 TDC spectra, for run 69, is presented in figure 35.
The timing window for BUNI and telescope coincidence (7p) events were 3 ns wide.

For the CC and telescope coincidence (irp) the window was 5 ns wide.
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In addition, for events with a (AE E) coincidence, a particle identification

parameter (PID) was utilized, mainly to separate pions from protons. For each
event PID was uniquely determined using the measured energy in the AE and Eblocks. PID is a quantity that depends on the charge (magnitude) and mass of the
incident particle, which could be utilized to identify particles. In the non-relativistic
case energy loss per given thickness of a material is proportional to mass and charge

and inverse of the particle's kinetic energy.

dE
dx

mz2

oc

(3.18)

If the equation for energy loss dE is integrated over the thickness of the AE detector,

t, one obtains:

fE

EdE

E2

--= C I mz2dx

E2

Cmz2t

2

(3.19)

where in the above equations C is a constant (material dependent), E, is the incident

energy of the particle, E is the energy deposited in E-blocks, in is the mass, and

z is the magnitude of the charge of the detected particle. The PID parameter is
defined as

PID

(E + AE)2

E2

2Ct

rnz .
2

==

In this experiment actually a better fit was used such that

PID a (E +

AE)1.68

E1.68

(3.20)

The PID cut was chosen to separate protons from other particles (mainly pions)

in the proton telescopes (figure 36). The PID cut together with the TDC cuts
(both AE and E) and the hardware thresholds for AE (already set to reject pions)

were adequate to reduce the background in the proton telescopes to a negligible
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Figure 36. PID for Op =28.7° and (T,=218.6 MeV, 0-, = 75.2 °) kinematic setting.
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levels, except for the Op = 15.7° telescope. Due to its proximity to the beam, the
Op = 15.7° telescope suffered from excessive random background. In this telescope's

energy spectra, beam protons were also visible. As a consequence, results of the
Op = 15.7° telescope were only marginally useful.

3.5.3

Additional Backgrounds
After removing the backgrounds in each detector separately, any remaining

background was removed by empty target subtraction and excitation-energy cut.

The empty target runs, were analyzed with all the cuts. They were approx
imately -,11 of the running time of the target-full runs. Therefore, the empty target
runs were scaled accordingly first. Muon telescopes were used for this scaling. Then

the corresponding empty target spectra was subtracted from the target full one. The

resulting spectra (excitation-energy, Ep vs. E., etc.) were used in finding the final
cross-sections.

Finally, an excitation-energy cut was used to eliminate the remaining back

grounds, mainly ir° production, and separate the appropriate nuclear states.

The excitation-energy variable was calculated in the analysis routine. Quasi-free
radiative pion capture on 160 neutron kinematics were assumed for the calculation

of the excitation-energy. Excitation-energy (MM) was reconstructed using the in
cident pion energy (T,), the measured proton and photon energies (Tp and E7), and
angles for the detectors (0p,07) as follows

M M = E Einar
Einitiat

= T, + mr+

E f inal

= E.

ecoa

p2
7-ecoil

=

(Pr2eco

= (P,

(3.21)

Einitia/

Tp

M160
rnp

+ Ml2

Trecoil + M150

)2

Pp cos (Op) )

M150
cos (

) )2

( Pp sin (Op) )

Ey sin (0y))2

where Precoti refers to recoil momentum of 150 and m, = 139.5673, mt, = 939.5731,

mp = 938.2796, M160 = 14899.172, M150

M95o = 13975.265 all in MeV. A

sample excitation-energy spectra for E21 (Op = 28.7°) at T,--=-220 MeV and 0,
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Figure 37. Excitation-energy for Op =28.7° and (T,r=220 MeV, O. = 75.2° ), after empty target
subtraction.

75.2° kinematic setting, after empty target subtraction, and 7r°

2-y shape fit for

background is presented in figure 37.

It should be noted that the excitation-energy was only reconstructed for
coincidence between good proton and photon events. Good proton events included:

events that survived the PID cut (protons), were within the prompt TDC windows

(reals) for both E and AE, were not piled-up in the proton telescopes, and did not

hit both E-blocks in the telescopes. Good photon events included: neutral BUNI

events that were within the prompt BUNI TDC windows (reals), had no pile-up

in the NaI, and passed the quad/core energy ratio and quad overflow cuts. The
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dominant background events due to 7r° production on nuclei (followed by 7r° decay

to two photons) were easily separable in the spectra due to their high excitationenergy value. Kinematically, only one of the two photons from the ir° decay in flight

could be detected. When the higher energy photon from the 7r° decay is detected

in BUNI in coincidence with a proton, such an event could not be distinguished
from quasi-free radiative capture to high high excitations. Only this part of the ir°
background was of concern.

By placing a +12.5 MeV cut around the zero of the excitation-energy the r°
production background could be adequately separated. The 7r° background tail was
negligible for this value of excitation-energy cut and it was estimated by a linear fit

to the background. Using the reaction kinematics, the end-point of r° background
was calculated to be at MM=18 (14) MeV for T,=165 (220) MeV cases. However,
due to finite detector resolution, the end-point may have extended beyond the MM

cut of the 12.5 MeV, especially for the T,=220 MeV case.

Similarly, a fraction of good events were also eliminated by the excitationenergy cut. This fraction was estimated using a model. In this model the simulated

NaI response function for ay=250 MeV was placed at MM=0, and 6.2 MeV for

the (lp1)' and (1p0-1 states with the peak ratios of (1:2), respectively. The
choice of E,=250 MeV response was because the photon energy spectra of the
events of interest peaked at this value. The response function for each state was
convoluted with a gaussian for proton telescope energy resolution. For Op = 28.7°

at T,=220 MeV setting, the width of the gaussian for the proton energy resolu
tion was 3 MeV (FWHM). This width was determined by the proton energy range
(kinematic broadening) and the average target thickness that the protons traversed
before reaching each telescope. The proton energy resolution estimate was checked,

after convoluting it with the NaI response, against the experimentally determined

excitation-energy resolution. In table 10 the fraction of surviving r° background
and the net correction due to the cut as a function of excitation-energy cut is listed.
The values are for the Op = 28.7°, at T,=220 MeV and t9,,, = 75.2° kinematic setting.

Note that the value of the cut (MM,,,t = 12.5 MeV) was chosen to be below the
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Table 10. The effect of excitation-energy cut on 7°--, 27 background.

Excitation-Energy
cut

lost fraction

remaining

of good events fraction of eb.g.

Net

correction

(MeV)

(%)

(%)

(%)

10

12.5

0

+12.5

11

8.68

0

+8.68

12

6.03

0

+6.03

12.5

5.03

0.03

+5.0

13

4.19

0.28

+3.91

14

2.91

1.58

+1.33

15

2.02

3.97

-1.95

16

1.41

7.50

-6.09

17

9.75

12.2

-2.45

7r° background kinematic end-point. In this way, it was not necessary to rely on
the estimate of the background. The detectors response and resolution were better

understood than this background. Therefore, the estimate of the fraction of good
events lost were more reliable than the background estimate.

3.6

1st Pass
During this phase of data analysis, the entire data set was analyzed with a

single test and spectra file, generating LISA dump files. The on-line dump files did

not contain all needed information, since frequent modifications were made during

the experiment. Prior to the 1st pass, a BUNI energy calibration, a rough proton
energy calibration, and the 60 Hz correction for E-blocks were incorporated in the

software. The primary objectives of this pass were: to obtain the pedestals for
BUNI and proton telescopes, to obtain the 7r+

p peak centroids in BUNI and

E-blocks, and to observe the locus of the (7r, -yp) events in the Ep vs. E. spectra.
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The run-by-run ADC pedestal centroids for the 19 Nal, 8 E (60 Hz corrected),

and 4 AE phototubes were extracted. These centroids were used in the second pass
for the calculation of proton and photon energies. The BUNI core pedestal centroids

exhibited a maximum of 3 channel fluctuations (1%) and the proton E pedestal
centroids fluctuations were at most 6 channels (6%). For the AE's and BUNI
quads, separate ADC pedestal centroids at each kinematic setting were adequate

since the fluctuations within each setting did not contribute more than '0.1 MeV
to the total energy resolution.

The r+

p peak centroids were extracted by fitting a gaussian to the elastic

pion peaks in BUNI and the elastic proton peaks in E-blocks. These peaks provided

a fixed energy value that was used for the gain shift corrections for the respective
detectors during later passes. Two fiducial runs were used as a reference for proton

gains, since there were two incident beam energies. For BUNI, four fiducial runs
were used since the NaI angle was changed once for each beam energy. BUNI gain

shifts were at most 0.9%

MeV shift) relative to the fiducial run for the corre

sponding kinematic setting (figure 24). For the proton E-blocks, gain fluctuations
(figures 38, 39) were as high as 14% (worst case)! Generally, the rate changes (from

various scaler and individual detector singles rates) could be correlated with gain
shifts of the phototubes.

Spectra from different kinematic settings for target full runs were summed,

and appropriately scaled empty-target spectra were subtracted from them. The
resulting Er vs. E., plots for each telescope clearly showed the locus of the 7r+
radiative capture events (figure 40). In that figure the events of interest form a
diagonal band with negative slope. It was encouraging to see such clear separation

from the background at this early stage of the data analysis, before the pedestal
and gain shift corrections had even been made.

Additionally, at the end of the first pass, the 7r+ beam normalization was
obtained, singles count rate were determined for a various detectors for gain stability

studies, and a gain shift correction subroutine was developed and implemented.
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corrected ADC centroids for the elastic proton peaks in the corresponding Eii block.
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3.7

2nd Pass
During the first pass, the AE TDC windows were set to select (BUNI . TEL)

events. As a result many (CC . TEL) events were rejected and insufficient statistics

were obtained to get accurate elastic proton centroids in the first pass. There
fore, during the second pass an additional AE TDC window was defined to select

(CC . TEL) events. As a consequence, the number of these events drastically im
proved, thus finalizing proton telescopes energy calibration and gain shift corrections
(figures 38, 39).

Although that was the main priority for the second pass, additional imple
mentations also made during this pass were:

a) proton detector:
Event-by-event energy loss calculation for the target and air were taken

into account to obtain the proton energies at the center of the target.
Correction for the pulse height defect in plastic scintillator was incor

porated into the proton energy calculation, equation 3.8 (described in
section 3.2.2).
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The particle identification variable (PID equation 3.20) was fine-tuned
and final PID software cuts for separating pion and protons defined.

b) For BUNI:
The energy calibration of the Nall was improved using a parameterization,

k in equation 3.1 (section 3.2.1).

Cuts to remove BUNI's background,

EE:re
E uads

and any E_ua_
d >65 MeV
q

(section 3.5.1).

The excitation of the residual 150 nucleus, including the effects of nuclear
recoil was calculated for (7r, -yp) events, equation 3.21 (section 3.5.3).

Additionally, the doubles and pile-up efficiencies were calculated for run-by
run corrections to the final results. The definition and evaluation of these efficiencies
are described below.

Due to segmentation of proton E-blocks (i.e., top E21 and bottom E22) some

of the good proton events that triggered AE were very close to the boundary of
the two blocks such that they escaped from one block into the other. These events

would have had poor energy resolution and thus were rejected. The fraction of
the removed events were treated as a proton detector inefficiency (referred to as

"doubles") and were compensated for in the final cross-section calculation. The
doubles events registered a hit in the AE, and both the top and bottom blocks. By
forming a test in the analysis software these events were tagged as double hits. Note

that protons that escaped the top surface of the top block and the bottom surface
of the bottom block into air were not accounted for by this method and were not
of concern. This was due to the fact that the acceptance of proton telescopes were

defined by AE's. The AE scintillators were positioned such that a proton in a AE
would have completely stopped in the E-blocks. The doubles efficiency was defined

as the fraction of selected events with no doubles hit to the total number of events
considered (including doubles hit) as
Edoubles = BGTi. Doubles i / BGTi
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Table 11. Proton doubles correction.
Op =

Edoubles

Edoubles

final pass

2nd pass

15.7°

0.951

0.975

28.7°

0.991

0.988

41.7°

0.993

0.995

54.7°

0.983

0.990

where BGT, (good -y.p) refers to events with on-time gamma, AE, . Ell coincidence,

no hits in the veto scintillator (S4), no pile-up (discussed below), and good proton

PID. Doubles = Eti . E22 were tagged events with two block hits with prompt
timing for each block. Alternatively, for the final pass the calculation of doubles
correction was changed to a sample of events with only DE, . E13 conditions. This
way the sample of events considered for proton telescope doubles calculation was

independent of BUNI's performance (un-biased sample). For the final pass, the
doubles correction was found using
Edoubles = teli . Doubles i / teli

instead, where tell = AEi E23. The results for the two ways of calculating the
doubles were very close (table 11) and served as systematic cross-check. Note that

the final results specially the Op = 15.7° telescope indicate a higher probability
of double E-block hits. This could have been due to more incident proton events
(beam proton contaminants) in the telescope. Under this scenario, the Op = 15.7°

telescope which intercepts most of these protons would have suffered most from
doubles hit. This is indicated by lower

Edoubles

values for Op = 15.7° as compared to

the other telescopes.

Another correction considered for this pass was for the piled-up events in
E-blocks or BUNI. These events were due to the ADC input signal for one event

"piling up" on the residual signal of an earlier event. The probability of pile-up
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Table 12. Proton pile-up correction.
Op =

Ept/e-up

Epz/e-up

final pass

2nd pass

15.7°

0.924

0.925

28.7°

0.973

0.980

41.7°

0.982

0.990

54.7°

0.984

0.988

is thus expected to increase at higher rates. For the piled-up events the energy is
not determinable. So these events had to be rejected resulting in an inefficiency.
Proton pile-up was determined by inspecting the previous (64 ns) part of the signal
in separate ADC's (early ADC's). An event in the early ADC of the E-blocks (EE,,)

above the pedestal was considered a piled-up proton event (PU,). Pile-up in the
Op = 15.7° telescope, in the most forward location, was expected to be highest
(7.5%). Proton pile-up efficiency (Epae_up) was calculated similar to the doubles
fraction as
Epite-up = te/i

where teli = AEi

(PIA].

PUi2) / te/i

PUii and PUi2 are the number of events that were above the

early ADC pedestal in the top and bottom block of the i'th telescope. In table 12

are the results of the pile-up correction for the T,T=218.6 MeV and 01, = 75.2°

kinematics setting. The comparison is made between the final pass and the 2nd
pass results. The 2nd pass results were obtained, similar to doubles calculation,
using BGTi for sampling condition i.e.,
Epile-up

BGTi (PUii + PUi2) I BGTi.

For BUNI, the early pile-up correction was determined by opening an ADC

gate before the BUNI core analog signal (figure 41). A BUNI piled-up event was
well above the pedestal in SL1's ADC. The gate for SL1ADC was 200 ns wide and
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Figure 41. BUNI ADC gates, relative timing structure.

was closed 100 ns before the zero-crossing of the core signal. Due to the low count
rates, piled-up BUNI events were less than 0.1% (for T,=218.6 MeV and 0,, = 75.2°

kinematic setting) of the total.

3.8

3rd Pass
During this pass the final results were produced in form of Ep vs. E. spectra

(two per telescope corresponding to the top and bottom blocks). These spectra
included selection on the data sample as follows:

Accepting events with a BUNT. (AEp Ep) coincidence for each telescope.
Note that BUNI was triggered for events with more than ti 40 MeV in its core.

For proton telescopes, the minimum detectable energy, assuming it originated

at the furthest surface of target, was estimated. This threshold proton energy

was target thickness dependent. The maximum target thickness for T,=165

(220) MeV was 3.1 (4.4) mm which resulted in Ep > 21.8 (25.2) MeV for
Op = 15.7° and Ep > 18.5 (21.3) MeV for Op = 54.7°. There was a software
cut on the proton energies (not corrected for pulse height defect corrected or

light L) in the E-blocks. Only protons with (3.5 MeV < L < 299 MeV) in
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the analysis routine were selected. Below L=3.5 MeV the energy calculation
routines were not reliable. Therefore, the Ep thresholds were slightly higher:

23.8 (27) MeV for Op = 15.7° and 20 (23.4) for Op = 54.7° at T,=165 (220)

MeV. Due to the target angle (45 °) with respect to the beam, the effective
target thickness for the Op = 15.7° telescope was the highest, thus the higher
proton energy threshold values.

Rejecting events with

EEEquads

> 0.275. The efficiency for accepting good

photons based on this cut was also determined (section 3.7).

Rejecting events with a hit in the BUNI veto scintillator TDC or events in
the veto scintillator ADC > channel 50.
Rejecting events with pile-up in the BUNI and proton telescopes.

Rejecting events with both top and bottom hits in each of the proton blocks
(doubles).

Restriction of the accepted events to the reals window in BUNI and E-block
TDC's (prompts), for BUNI the timing walk corrected TDC values were used.

Rejecting events outside the PID cut to select proton events (section 3.5.2).
The veto scintillator (S4) inefficiency, for charged particle rejection, was com

pensated by using a CC3 condition, since CC3 (or CC2 depending on the
setting) was in front of BUNI. This cut was in addition to the main veto con

dition, S4 TDC hit. The CC cut was necessary to eliminate the remaining
7r+

p

7r+

p background, section 3.5.1.

A excitation-energy shift of a few MeV was applied to correct the total energy

calibration offset. This excitation-energy shift forced the (lpi )-1 peak in

the reconstructed excitation-energy spectra to be at zero. After this shift
a excitation-energy cut of 12.5 MeV was used to select the final Ep vs. E,
events.
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In addition, appropriate corrections for run-by-run fluctuations of BUM and

proton telescope gains were made. The Ep vs. E, spectra were normalized and
corrected for various experimental inefficiencies (i.e., live-time, pile-up and doubles).

Energy-dependent nuclear reaction corrections were made to the proton en

ergy distribution. This correction is necessary whenever the energy of the protons

is measured in total absorption scintillators. At any point before stopping in the
scintillator blocks, the proton may knock out neutrons. These neutrons may escape

the scintillator volume undetected. Thus, the net effect is a lower measured proton

energy. The correction used here was based on the results of reference [52]. This
correction was overall at the few percent level for the proton energy range in this
experiment.

The data were corrected for the NaI response function using the results of
simulations discussed in Appendix B.

The final data, after all cuts and corrections, were integrated over proton
energies and presented in the form of do,dodE,
vs. E. spectra in 10 MeV E, bins.
dsa
The results for the top and bottom sections of each telescope were added. At each

kinematic setting there were four such spectra, one for each telescope. The details

of normalization, calculation of the uncertainties, and the final cross-sections are
presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Results & Conclusions
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In this chapter first, the procedure for obtaining the final normalized ex
perimental cross-sections ( df27df2pdE7 ) and associated uncertainties are described.

Second, the theoretical model is described and its prediction is compared with the
experimental cross-sections.

4.1

Experimental Cross-Sections
After applying all the cuts discussed in the analysis section (3.8) the sur

viving events were binned simultaneously in photon energy and proton energy (2
MeV bins). All subsequent reductions to cross-sections were made with these two-

dimensional Ep vs. E, spectra. A preliminary excitation-energy cut (0+30 MeV)
was then applied. For the events that survived the preliminary excitation-energy
cut, a correction for nuclear reactions in the proton telescopes was applied. Simi
larly, the NaI response correction was applied at this stage.
The final excitation-energy cut was then applied and its efficiency was esti

mated. In our model, a 3-5 MeV (FWHM) gaussian was assumed for the proton
energy resolution. The proton telescope energy resolution was angle dependent since

the average amount of target material that the protons traversed changed with the

proton angle. The proton resolution function was convoluted with the simulated

BUNI response at E1 =250 MeV. Further, assuming that the (1p3)-' states were
twice as strong as the (1231)-1 ground state, a functional shape for the excitationenergy distribution was predicted. This "ideal" excitation-energy function was used

to fit and offset the individual telescopes excitation-energy spectra by up to a few
MeV's (figure 37). This was necessary to bring the measured and predicted spectra

into agreement with the (lpi )-1 at zero. These small shifts were believed to be due
to errors in the proton telescope calibration or proton energy loss corrections (rather

than BUNI) since the offset varied from E-block to E-block. As described in the
previous chapter (section 3.5.3), the "ideal" excitation-energy function and the 7r°

background fit were used to optimize the excitation-energy cut. The optimization
criteria were to keep most of the combined (1p2)-1 and (l p3 )-1 strength within the
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cut while minimizing (-y,71-°p) background events. For example, the inefficiency for

a excitation-energy cut 10 < MM < 12.5 MeV was +5.7% at Op =28.7° and the
third (T,=218.6 MeV, 0, = 75.2° ) kinematic setting (see section 3.5.3).
Finally, the counts were summed over the proton energy and binned in photon

energy (DE.. =10 MeV bins). At this point the raw cross-sections were available in

form of counts vs. E.. In order to normalize the raw counts in the photon energy
spectra the following procedure was used:

a

d5 cr

=
dfl,d11,dE,

1

Aftp AQ AE,

Ntar 6

(4.1)

where Al/p = 35.7 x 10' (sr) is the solid angle for each proton telescope, Ali, =
10.1 x 10' (sr) is the geometrical solid angle for BUNI, AE,=10 MeV is the photon
energy binning, N, is the raw counts in the E, spectra, AT, is the number of incident
pions, Ntar = 3.342792 x 1022t is the number of oxygen atoms per cm2 (t is the target

thickness in cm), E is the total experimental efficiency, and L is a correction factor.

The correction factor L compensated for the events removed due to the
excitation-energy cut (the effect due to all other software cuts was negligible for the

T,=218.6 MeV, 0, = 75.2° kinematic setting), the difference between the measured

target thickness and the actual thickness of H2O due to finite (Kapton) window
thickness, and the small difference between the geometrical BUNI solid angle and
the GEANT simulated one (which included photon conversion in the S4 veto scintil

lator and Pb-collimator transparency as described in Appendix B). For Op =28.7° ,
T,=218.6 MeV, and O.. = 75.2° the net value of the correction factor was L. 1.038.
For this case, the correction was due to the events removed by the excitation-energy

cut (+5.02%), target thickness correction for the Kapton window (+1.9%), and the

BUNI acceptance correction (-3.1%). The Kapton thickness correction was done

in this way only for the third kinematic setting, for other settings this correction
will be included run-by-run in the software.
The total experimental efficiency E was
6

EP E''Y ELT

where Ep is proton (efficiency) correction factor for doubles and pile-up,

(4.2)
is is photon
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pile-up efficiency, ELT is the combined readout system live-time efficiency. Here, the

live-time efficiency is defined as the fraction of the time that the data acquisition
system and electronics were not busy so as to miss a valid event.

In a given kinematic setting, the cross-sections were obtained for each run
separately since the term (N,NtarE) in the denominator of equation 4.1 varied from

run to run. One could define an effective "luminosity" I

NNtarE for each run.

The final cross-sections at each proton angle is then obtained by averaging the
run-by-run cross-sections with a weight I,
0" =

E

t_

(4.3)

Et it

where a, is the cross-section value based on each run (from equation 4.1). By

substituting for a, and factoring the terms that are not run dependent out, after
some cancellations one obtains:

= fc

E, N;
Af/p AS/, DEy E,
1

(4.4)

or equivalently
1

E, N;

Anp ASty AE..y E, N; Mar 62

(4.5 )

This provided a convenient way of averaging the cross-sections, by adding the a2

vs. E, spectra for all runs in the kinematic setting and dividing by a single factor
(E2 Tt = E, N; Mar 62).
The empty target runs were subjected to the same cuts and excitation-energy

offset as the target full runs. Before the final normalization, a scaled empty target

spectra (counts vs. E) was subtracted from the summed target full ones. The
empty target scaling was done by using the MU telescope beam monitor.

In figure 42 the final cross-sections for the tr=218.6 MeV and 0, = 75.2°

kinematic setting are presented for each proton angle. In that figure the uncer
tainties are statistical only. There is a cutoff on the data at E.,,,--305 MeV. This is
the maximum photon energy with full event acceptance for the given proton energy

threshold and excitation-energy cut. The numerical values of the data are presented

in tabular form in Appendix D.
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Experimental Uncertainties

4.2

The total statistical uncertainty in each 10 MeV

bin was obtained as

follows

6N

a2 Nempty

where

N = Nfuti

CV Nempty

(4.6)

is the raw counts for each 10 MeV Ey bin of the cross-section spectra for the target

full minus the scaled (a) empty target runs. The raw counts were stored prior
to final corrections (L) and normalization. The empty target run for each set was
scaled by the incident pion flux as obtained by muon telescope monitors. The empty

target runs were approximately 1/4 times as long as the full target runs. That is,
a 7-7

MU.R,11

,empty

4, where MU is the randoms subtracted counts for the muon

telescope. The statistical uncertainty was about 15% at the peak. The statistical
uncertainties for each 10 MeV E., bin are indicated in figure 42.
The systematic uncertainties in differential cross-sections (equation 4.1) were

estimated by
6o- I o- =

[(SN,IN,)2
(8f2p/Al/p)2

N,)2
(61-y/AE-y)2

(80)2 + (8S2.1,/A1 i,)2

(6.ic/L)2 + (6E/6)2

(4.7)

Each of these contributions is discussed in detail below:
N, : The net systematic effect of software cuts was studied by re-analyzing the

full data set with most software cuts removed or loosened. For example, the
AE TDC windows were loosened, and the E-block TDC windows were un

changed since they were rather nonrestrictive to begin with. Additionally, a
hardware BUNI proton telescope coincidence and a software DE. E TDC were

required to restrict the background. The excitation-energy spectra for these
runs was constructed in an identical manner as the final results. By subtract
ing the final results from the ones with "no software cuts" a excitation-energy
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distribution for the software rejected events was obtained. The excitationenergy distribution for the rejected events was overwhelmingly dominated by

background events as expected. A curve was fitted to the background in the

excitation-energy spectrum for the rejected events. In the excitation-energy

(MM) region of interest (-20 < MM < 20 MeV), no statistically significant
excess of valid (7r, p-y) events were found. Rejected valid events would have

appeared as the characteristic two bump (1pi

and (1p3)-1 states of 150

(figure 37) on top of the background. For the T,=218.6 MeV, 0, = 75.2°

,

Op =15.7° kinematic setting, the background events removed by the cuts were
ten times greater than the accepted (7r, p-y) events in the excitation-energy re

gion of interest. For the other proton angles, the background events removed
by the cuts were at the same level as the accepted (7r, p-y) events. Generally,

the fraction of valid events removed due to the software cuts was less than

--,2% in the excitation-energy region of interest. Due to the low statistical

counts of the removed events compared to the underlying background the
number of removed events by the software cuts was not quantifiable. For this

reason, the effect of the software cuts were included as an uncertainty rather

than a correction the final results. Note that this was not the case for the
excitation-energy cut, which was studied separately after the removal of the
background events.

N,: The major source of systematic uncertainties in normalization of the data orig
inated from the beam monitor calibrations (section 2.6). As described in sec

tion 3.4 for T,=220 MeV the run-by-run fluctuations and variations of beam

monitors resulted in the pion flux uncertainty of 3%-4%. This estimate was
based on relative stability of MU/S1 ratio.
t

:

The variation of target thickness and the uncertainty due to extrapolation of
this thickness was of the order of 1%. The variation of the thickness across
the face of the target within the beam-spot size ( + 3 cm) was not measurable
with the micrometer (< 0.001"), see section 2.5. The thickness of the Kapton
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windows was 0.038 inm each. A 1.9% systematic correction for the third
kinematic setting (runs 69-91, t=3.946 mm) was applied to the final crosssections to account for the difference between the measured window thickness

and the actual H2O thickness.
Al2: The uncertainties in geometrical solid angles for the proton telescopes (Acitp)

and BUNI (Aft) were determined by alignment and aperture measurement
accuracies (typically a few mm's).
AE,: The uncertainty in BUNT absolute energy was

0.1 MeV at E.,,,129.4 MeV.

At E,=250 MeV, an average photon energy, our estimate for the uncertainty is

1 MeV. This is based on the fact that no systematic offset in all the proton

telescopes excitation-energy distributions was evident. (Recall that the few
MeV offsets in the excitation-energy spectra were due to the proton energy
calibration because the offsets were different in both the magnitude and sign
for different proton telescopes.) This uncertainty in photon energy contributes

in two ways to the uncertainty in the cross-sections: shifting of the El, energy
bins and changing of the "10 MeV" bin size. The cross-sections change ,-,10%

from one AE,=10 MeV bin to the adjacent one. Therefore, a +1 MeV shift
in the bin centroid causes at most a 1% uncertainty in the cross-section. A
10 MeV bin centered at Ei,=250 MeV could be at most 251 omme ve = 0.4%

too wide or too narrow contributing an uncertainty of Solo- = 0.4% to the
cross-section. The combined effect of these two uncertainties in quadrature is

1.1%.
E:

Estimates of the uncertainties in the efficiencies (pile-up, doubles, and livetime) were based on the deviation on each efficiency from the mean value of
the different methods used to determine those quantities. Recall (section 3.7)

that for pile-up and doubles two different ways were used for calculating the
efficiencies and for live time three different ways. The uncertainty in the total

efficiency was 1.5%.

f, :

The uncertainties that affected the total number of measured counts f,N, were
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Table 13. Relative systematic uncertainties for the T,=218.6 MeV, By = 75.2° kinematic setting.

Quantity
x
N,

Uncertainty
Sx Ix (%)
3.5

t

1

An,

2.6

Allp

3.1

E,

1.1

E

< 1.5

fc: software cuts

<

L: MM cut

1-2

L: Pb-S4 simulation

2-3

Total systematic

2

6.5-7.5

grouped together as S fcl fc, while 8N,1 Ns was considered to be solely due to

statistics (error bars on cross-section figures). The correction factor fe was
due to the effects of software cuts, the excitation-energy cut, Pb-collimator
edge transparency plus photon conversions in S4, and the kapton windows.

The effect of software cuts as discussed in section
or <2% (for the T,=218.6 MeV, 0,, =

75.2°

3.8

was either negligible

setting) depending on proton

angle. Uncertainty in the surviving events as a function of the excitation-

energy cut was obtained by varying the cut around the nominal value by
±0.5-1

MeV. The variation (thus the uncertainty) in the surviving events was

of the order of 1% to 2% depending on the choice of proton energy resolution.

Alternatively, the excitation-energy cut was increased to

15

MeV and cross-

sections were re-evaluated. The resulting cross-sections agreed within the

statistical uncertainties. The correction of An due to Pb-collimator edge
transparency and the effect of photons converting in the S4 veto scintillator
photons were obtained by GEANT simulation (see Appendix B). One source
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of uncertainty in this quantity was due to the fact that for simplicity an average

energy of E,=250 MeV was assumed. Another source of uncertainty was due

to the lack of knowledge of the S4 discriminator absolute energy threshold
(which was calculated). The combined uncertainty due to the simulated MINI

correction was estimated to be <3%, obtained by varying E, and the S4
minimum energy cut.

Table 13 summarizes the experimental uncertainties for the T,=218.6 MeV,

0, = 75.2° kinematic setting. The contribution of the software cuts is proton angle
and kinematic setting dependent due to different background levels. The pion flux
uncertainty is also different for the different kinematic settings due to their necessary

calibration and bridging. The total systematic uncertainties for the T,=218.6 MeV,
0, = 75.2° kinematic setting was 6.5-7.5%.

4.3 DWIA Calculations and Comparison with the Data
The calculation used here to study the reaction mechanism is the DWIA

(Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation) and was done by Li et al.

[53].

The

DWIA formalism provides a convenient model for separating the nuclear structure

and pion and proton distortions from the reaction mechanism.
The starting point for calculating the cross-section for the 160(7r+,-yp)150
reaction in the context of the DWIA is:
cis °.

cift-yditpdE,

A

l< W .WYP iti

i; r >12

(4.8)

where K is a constant for kinematical and recoil terms (phase space factors), E
generally represents the sum over final spin and the average over initial spin states,
A

t is the one body photoproduction operator, and Ii, f are the initial and final nu

clear structure wave functions. Additionally, the incoming pion and the outgoing
proton waves are distorted. The usual simplifying assumptions are that the elemen

tary interaction is not affected by the presence of nucleus and the single nucleon
mechanism is the only mode of the reaction (quasi-elastic).
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In the simplest approach one uses a factorized approximation, in which the

elementary cross-section for the interaction inside the nucleus is taken to be the
same as the unbound cross-section. The elementary interaction could then be sepa
rated ("factored out") from the nuclear medium complications. This is achieved by
A

replacing "t" in equation 4.8 with the corresponding free cross-sections evaluated

at the appropriate asymptotic kinematics
K

d5

df/ dildE-y

,T,D 12
4,1

1

(4.9)

where the a_.,p, is the elementary cross-section in the center-of-mass system, and
the (D° is the distorted momentum distribution.
(bp

= Sa

f

Ii (r, p) exp(ilci,

r) 0.(7,4")(r, q) kIrcf,;(r) dr.

(4.10)

Here ckt+) is the distorted pion (incoming) wave, klip+ = klfp*(-) is the distorted proton

(outgoing) wave, klic, is the bound state wave function of the neutron with orbital

quantum numbers a = fnljml, Sa is the spectroscopic factor for the nucleons.
This factor is defined as the overlap between the initial 160 with a neutron removed

and the final '50 state (the number of 1p nucleons participating in the reaction).
In the limit of no distortions, (t.f) becomes proportional to the Fourier transform

of the neutron momentum distribution in 160. In this factorized approach, the
0- production mechanism and the final-state interactions are decoupled. In other
words, only the distortions of the outgoing proton and pions are considered; possible

interactions of the propagating A resonance with the nucleons are not considered.
In a full (non-factorized) DWIA calculation, instead of using the elementary

cross-section (o-_, .y) an operator for the elementary interaction (t in equation 4.8)

is utilized. The calculation by Li et al. used here is a full DWIA calculation in
which equation 4.8 is written in terms of transition matrix element (M(1,,,)) for the

radiative capture reaction
d5

=

KE M(-y ,r)

12

(4.11)

which in the impulse approximation reduces to sum over single particle matrix
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elements

E1

12=

2Ji + 1

2j

I

1

Tey'.0(", Ea, ms) 12

(4.12)

T(_,,)(c , Ea, ms) = T is the single particle matrix element

T=

Tin (r, p) exp(ik r) t(q, p,

k, EA, p) klilinijno(r)

I

(r, q) dr

(4.13)

where m, is the spin projection of the outgoing nucleon, EA is the photon polarization

state, q, p,, k, and p are the momenta for the pion, bound nucleon, photon, and
outgoing nucleon, respectively, and p, = p

for outgoing pion). In that equation

k

q. Note that (4.;* = 0,+ (minus is

is the pion photoproduction operator for

which a parameterization is described in section 4.3.2 below. The wave functions for

pion (nucleon) are expanded in terms of spatial and angular (and spin for nucleon)
components.

In the approach of Li et al. the calculation was carried out in momentum
space. In momentum space the non-local (nucleon recoil and pion off-shell) terms in

the pion production operator could be included in a more straightforward fashion.
Equation 4.13 then becomes

(p' -p) t(q , p,

T

with p, = k

I

k, EA, 13/) T in/3,0(pi)

q)

dq'

(4.14)

q'. The full DWIA calculation provides a rigorous approach by

including the off-shell effects and nuclear modification of the elementary amplitudes.

Thus, the models used for elementary reactions could be tested in kinematical re
gions which would be otherwise inaccessible for the unbound case. Of course, for

this approach to be fruitful, the elementary photoproduction reaction for the un
bound nucleon case must be well understood. Furthermore, the nuclear structure
and distortion of the incident and outgoing particles should be well known. More
specific features of their calculation will be described in the following section.
As expected, the calculations get successively more complicated as new levels
of sophistication are added. Therefore, the logical starting point is to look for sizable

deviations from the factorized DWIA calculations.

Currently, the only available calculation for this reaction (pion induced) is
the full DWIA calculations by Li, Wright, and Benhold (LWB) [30]. The formalism
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details are in that reference, for the case of photon induced A(-y, irp)B reaction.

In the following sections a brief outline of the formalism is presented (adopted
from [30, 53]).

4.3.1

Specific DWIA Features
As indicated the full DWIA calculation by Li et al. for this experiment

was done in momentum space. Li et al. have essentially used the same model for
their calculation of two (y, 7r -p) experiments, Bates [31, 32] and Tomsk [28, 29]
(section 1.2.4). As such, their model calculation provides a means to consistently
compare (-y, 7r-p) and (r+,-yp) measurements. The calculation was averaged over

the experimental acceptance for the combined (lpi )-1 and (1p3)-1 states of 150.
The cross-sections for the (pi )-1 and (p3)-1 were calculated separately. The mag

nitudes of the combined cross-sections were determined by a corresponding (2:4)

ratio of the neutron occupancy of each state. The contribution of nonlocal effects
was small. For this calculation the mass of the A was not modified. For the "Bates"

calculation a 5% reduction in the A mass improved agreement with the data (fig
ure 12 dash-dotted curve). A similar reduction in the A mass would greatly worsen

agreement with our results.
The main ingredients of the DWIA calculation were as follows:

For the nuclear structure part, harmonic oscillator single nucleon bound state

(shell model) wave functions were used. The spectroscopic factor used was
3.6 (for 160 1p- shell). This factor was obtained from analysis of quasi-elastic
160(e, e,p)15 N experiments (e.g., [54]). Note that for the DWIA calculation,

spectroscopic factor for neutrons were assumed to be the same as the pro
tons. The results of the two most recent electron scattering experiments were

within 6% of each other (S = 3.64 from ref. [54] and 3.42 from ref. [55]). In

a recent 160(p, 2p)15N experiment a value of S = 3.7 for the 15N (p-state)
was reported [56]. However, the former results indicated a maximum of 20%

variation in the spectroscopic factors for the (1p3)-1 transition based on the
choice of the optical potential (for outgoing proton) used in their analysis.
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The full Blomqvist-Laget (BL) elementary pion photoproduction operator is
used. This is described in the following section.
Pion optical potentials used were by Stricker, McManus, and Carr (SMC) [57].

The pion optical potential parameters were based on the pionic atom data and

T,=50 MeV scattering from selected nuclei. The SMC group originally ex
trapolated the low energy optical potential parameters to 220 MeV using a
model calculation. The SMC predicted 7r-A cross-sections which were about

10% lower than the data for 'Al and 12C, and the shape was not completely
reproduced (see the earliest reference). The SMC predictions compared rea
sonably with the data on light nuclei (reference [58]). For Li's DWIA calcula

tion, the method of Singham and Tabakin [59] was used to obtain an energy

dependent optical potential from threshold pion production up to 220 MeV
[60]. In that method, the interpolated optical potentials were adjusted slightly
to fit the the known 7r-nucleus cross-sections (e.g., t1. =88-228 MeV for 160

data in reference [61]). In the (7, 7r-p) case, for which Li's DWIA calcula
tion was originally developed, it was necessary to know the optical potentials

over a wide T7, range. However, for the incident pion case the calculation

could be improved by choosing the best optical potential fitted at the partic

ular incident pion energy. As it can be seen from figure 43, the theoretical
uncertainties estimate is due to the pion distortions alone.
Proton optical potentials used were by Schwandt et al. [63], a phenomenologi

cal and nonrelativistic model which is adequate for proton energies below 200
MeV. The optical potentials were calculated by a global energy dependent pa

rameterization and then constrained with fits to elastic p-A analyzing powers

and cross-sections. The experimental data used for the fits were for various
closed shell nuclei (24<A <208) and Ep=80-180 MeV with 3%-10% systematic

errors for angular distributions at the two endpoint energies, respectively.

Coulomb effects were neglected for this calculation since in the momentum
space it is a numerically difficult problem. The Coulomb distortions become
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Figure 43. Sensitivity of the DWIA to choice of optical potentials. The effect of different choices

of optical potentials for: proton (top) and pion (bottom) distortions are indicated. The plots are
for T,r=220 MeV, 0,, = 75.2° , and Op=28.7° kinematic setting.

important for low energy pions and protons. Even at low energies, the uncer

tainties due to Coulomb distortions were expected to be lower than theoreti
cal uncertainties in an earlier calculation by the same group T,=50 MeV and
13C(-y, r)13Ng.s. [60].

In figure 43 the distortion effects for protons and pions are illustrated sepa

rately (for the Op =28.7° case). As indicated in that figure, the sensitivity to pion
distortions is greater.
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4.3.2

Elementary Amplitudes
The particular formulation for describing the elementary pion photoproduc

tion used by Li et al. was developed by Blomqvist and Laget (BL) [5, 73]. The
BL formulation was developed specifically for applications to the nuclear medium

rather than a precise analysis of the elementary reactions on the nucleons. In the
BL approach an effective lagrangian is utilized which treats the elementary pion
photoproduction amplitudes in terms of Born (non-resonant) terms and s-channel
A (resonant) formations. In this way, a simple analytical form is obtained in which

each term could be singled out, preserving the dynamical picture of the process.

This is a great utility in studies like this where one tries to separate the contri

bution of the A in the nucleus. The BL operator is in a lorentz covariant form
and fully relativistic, which makes it frame independent and thus suitable form for

using in the nucleus. Because the Li et al. calculation is in momentum-space, the
full operator could be incorporated unlike a coordinate space calculation where a
relativistic reduction is necessary. As mentioned in chapter 1, the BL formulation
describes the photoproduction data on free nucleons rather well. However, there are
some discrepancies in individual multipoles, especially at higher energies as pointed

out by [65]. It should be mentioned that this formulation is not unique; other
widely used operators by Berends [66], and Chew et al. [67] also give good descrip

tions of pion photoproduction from the nucleon. Other recent models also exist
such as Wittman et al. [21] (which includes unitarity in the elementary operator)
or Davidson et al. [68] and Nozawa et al. [69]. The BL operator was unitarized by

introducing appropriate complex phase in the amplitudes. These models could be
tested or utilized as a next step for the calculations.

There are four operators in general describing all the charged and neutral
pion photoproduction reactions on proton or neutron. Here, we present the operator

for the (time reversed) reaction of interest (y

p

7r+ + n). Note that the single

particle matrix elements (T( f,i)) in equation 4.12 are also time reversal invariant ie;

= Torm and subsequently M(.y,,) = M(r,,,,) for the transition matrix elements.

The photoproduction operator is obtained separately for the non-resonant (Born)
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terms and the resonant (A) terms. For Born terms, pseudo-vector coupling is
chosen for interaction lagrangian since it is exactly the same as Partially Conserved

Axial Currents (PCAC) amplitudes for threshold charged pion production. The
interaction Hamiltonian utilized in an S-matrix approach to find the matrix elements

are obtained from the interaction Lagrangian in pseudo-vector coupling
Gi = 23kli'y5-y,7-k10"(1)

where go is the 7rN coupling constant, m is the mass of nucleon, kI1 is the nucleon

Dirac (Iso)spinor the components of which are the solutions to Dirac field equation
for fermions, (I) includes the pion scalar fields (solutions for the Klein-Gordon equa

tions), and r is the isospin operator. The electromagnetic coupling is obtained by
minimal substitution

a" > a"

icA

in the free pion and nucleon Lagrangians. Incident ly, by this substitution the con

tact "seagull" term in the interaction term arises naturally. The general structure
of the Born matrix elements (except the "seagull" term) consists of an intermediate

propagator between the initial and final nucleon spinor and vertex operators. The
final results include only terms up to order (p1m)2 (nucleon momentum/mass) al
though the denominator of the propagators and the kinematics are fully relativistic.

Ogoe
2m

+

io-

(a q) [O (k x EA)] [1LP + 1ln
Ds

[

mEir

11

Di,

i (Pf )(Cr CI)
Es(P.,° Es)

2i(q ) [cr (pf

Es ( Ps° + Es)

/04)2

Pi)] 1
m2,

f

(4.15)

In the notation used by Li et al. in which the pion photoproduction operator is
expanded into spin 0 and spin 1 terms
L

io K

(4.16)

where L and K each consist of a coherent sum of Born and A resonant terms
L = LB + LA

(4.17)

K = Kg + KA

(4.18)
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=

KB =

\ag. f

riP
2m

D,

q (k x EA),

+

mEr

(4.19)

(2q

(qA kii)2 mom

2m 1 I Es( Ps° + Es )

qcA (2p, + k)
Ds

k)

1.13,

Du

(xA q

q)

(4.20)

The kinematic quantities are usually described in terms of Mandelstam (s, u) vari
ables for the two-body kinematics.

Ps = k

p, = q+ pf,

Pu = p,

q=

s

Ps2

k, u

Pu2

where k, p, and q are the four momenta of photon, nucleon, and pion. Also Ds, =

2Es,(P.:4
'yp

Es,u), Es, =
,,u 12 +m2
the photon induced reaction.

Ps

The reaction considered here is

For the A resonance terms, the propagator is not as well defined and ambi
guities exist in its free parameters. A phenomenological s-channel resonant term is

constructed in BL formulation and is separately made to be gauge invariant. The
formulation is discussed in references [5, 73, 30].

The Feynman diagrams for the born terms were presented in figure 4. Also,

figure 5 represents the total cross-sections and various fits.

Notably, the Born

terms (dashed line) which produce a photon without an intermediate A constitute

a significant fraction of the pion photoproduction cross-section indicated by the
dashed lines in figure 6.

The magnitude of the contributions for the Born (dashed curve) and resonant

(dotted curve) terms to the total calculated (PWIA) cross-sections by Li et al. for
the (pi )-1- state at each proton angle is illustrated in figure 44.

4.3.3

Comparison with the Data
The DWIA calculations by Li et al. and the data are presented in fig

ure 45. The quasi-elastic point for this setting (T,=220 MeV, 0, = 75.2 °) is at
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O

D'-47° and

287 MeV. This point approximately corresponds to the "dip"

in the Op =41.7° calculated cross-sections. As evident from that figure, the DWIA

magnitude is at most

lower than the data. The shape of the data is roughly

described by the calculation. By comparison, the PWIA predictions overestimate

the cross-sections by a factor of three indicating the significance of the pion and
proton distortions (see figure 43 for the (1p3)-1 state).

There is a --10 MeV offset between the calculated peak position and the
data for Op =28.7° . Since the experimental energy calibration is accurate to a few

MeV, one possibility for this offset could be the non-optimum choice of the optical

potentials utilized in the calculation. Figure 43 (bottom) demonstrates the peak
position sensitivity to choice of the pion optical potential. Overestimation of the
resonance contribution could also be a source of this shift. Figure 44 indicates that

the resonant terms cause a shift in the peak towards the higher photon energies.
Although the Li et al. calculation describes the measurement reported here,
it will be interesting to see the comparison of their calculation with the other kine

matic settings of this experiment. Those data will test their model at different CM
angles and energies. The Bates forward O_ results are lower than two independent
DWIA calculations: a factorized DWIA by the Bates group [31] and the full DWIA

calculation by Li et al. However, the Bates experiment should be repeated with
higher statistics and lower uncertainties before further theoretical investigation are

called for. In fact, there are plans to repeat the Bates photon induced reaction at
NIKHEF with the upgraded beam facility (--80% duty factor) [70].

Taking the data at face value, one could conclude that the Li's DWIA cal
culation describes the (irk, -yp) reaction fairly well while at the similar kinematics
there is a factor of 3 discrepancy with the (y, 7r -p) Bates data. Aside from the pos

sibility of an unrecognized systematic error in the low statistics Bates data, there
may be genuine differences in physics between the two experiments. In the case of

the Bates experiment, the elementary amplitudes used were for y

n

p

process while for this experiment the elementary amplitudes are for time reversed
y

p

r+

The elementary processes inside the nucleus could exhibit differ
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ent dynamical behaviours. For example, the intermediate A° formed in the Bates

reaction may interact differently with the residual 150 than a A+ formed in the
reaction under study here.

Finally, based on the comparison of the results of this experiment and Li's
DWIA calculation, if any A-N contribution are present they should be at the level
of

25%, the discrepancy between the calculated and the measured cross-sections.
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Chapter 5
Summary

125

No substantial discrepancy has been observed between the measured and the
calculated cross-sections. The

25% underestimation of data by the DWIA calcu

lation is well within the experimental and the theoretical systematic uncertainties
of ti 15% and

24%, respectively. The shapes of the distributions were roughly in

agreement, although the peak of the DWIA calculation is -- 10 MeV higher than
the data in E, at Op =28.7° At present, it could be stated that the measurement is
.

consistent with the elementary interaction r+n p pry being the dominant reaction
mechanism. Any medium modification effects are small. The proton and especially

pion distortions were found to be significant. For the elementary amplitude, the
interference between the Born and A resonant contributions was also important.
The 160(7+, -yp)150 data reported here (T, =218.6 MeV, 0, = 75.2 °) com
plement the Bates 160(-y, r-p)150 forward OR.- data. The same DWIA calculation

is higher by a factor of four than the Bates forward pion angle (Or_ = 64 °) data
while in agreement with the Bates backward pion angle (Bir._ = 120° ). The problem

of the Bates forward pion angle discrepancy may be due to an unrecognized system

atic uncertainty. However, it should be pointed out that the elementary reactions,
and so possibly the dynamics in the Bates experiment, are not identical to those of
this experiment's. The outstanding discrepancies in the photon experiments should
be resolved when higher statistics data on this reaction become available (NIKHEF
proposal [70]).

Li et al.'s calculations appear to account for the proton and (perhaps to a
lesser degree) pion distortions. However, we feel that there are improvements pos

sible especially in the optimization of their pion optical potential. These distortion
effects were treated in essentially the same way as the Bates and Tomsk predictions,

where a global energy dependent optical potential for the pions was used. For the

radiative capture reaction, an optical potential optimized for T,=220 MeV would
be more appropriate. Once the distortion effects are adequately accounted for, the

theoretical focus could be turned to the more interesting modification of the ele
mentary process in the nucleus, making data of higher precision worthwhile.
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This experiment has demonstrated the feasibility of (r+, 7p) measurements

with good statistics and excitation-energy resolution. It was possible due to the

availability of a higher resolution Nal detector (1.7% FWHM) and a 100% duty
factor pion beam. In future experiments, the excitation-energy resolution (a=4 MeV
in this experiment) could be improved further so that the (1p3) -1 state (at 6.2 MeV)

could be well separated from (lpi )-1 ground state. This could be accomplished by
improving BUNI's resolution with further collimation. The proton energy resolution

could be improved by choosing a magnetic spectrometer.

The future investigations could utilize the 7- induced reaction,
160(7r- -yp)15N or the photon induced reaction 160(7, r+p)15C. Both reactions pro

vide a direct measurement of multi-step processes. There are plans to measure
photon asymmetry measurements in 12C(5,7r- p)11C [71]. According to Li et al.
calculations, the polarized photon studies are insensitive to nonlocal and distortion
effects [30]. Therefore, PWIA calculations should be adequate. Furthermore, most

of the photon asymmetry would be due to the 0- resonance terms rather than the
Born terms. Therefore, in the polarized studies, the sensitivity to A-N interactions
may be enhanced.
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Appendix A

Simulation of CC Acceptance

In order to explain the systematic discrepancies between the measured 7r+ +
p > 7T+ +p cross-sections and the expected ones, a simulation routine was developed

based on the GEANT package provided by

CERN [74].

The 7r+ + p cross-sections

were to provide an independent normalization for the (7r+,-yp) cross-sections. The
main motivation for this simulation was to study the acceptance of the CC's, which
were suspected to be sensitive to the beam spot position on the target. GEANT was

mainly used for its geometry definition and track visualization capabilities. First,

the geometry of the proton telescopes, CC counters, and H2O were incorporated
using available GEANT routines. For scintillators NE102 plastic scintillator ma

terial was chosen. Figure

46

shows the diagram for the simulated setup the beam

direction was +z, vertical direction was +y, and x in plane defining a right handed

cartesian coordinate with the origin at center of the target.

In order to improve the performance (CPU consumption) of the computer
code, an event generation subroutine was developed. The events were generated at

a given point (x,y,z) in the target as following: Protons were send into Op =

4

to

85° counter-clockwise from the beam direction, i.e. only into the acceptance region

of telescopes. For the protons distribution, the angles were selected randomly but

weighted by the elastic t lir++p,++p cross-sections. Once the proton angle was
chosen, the corresponding angle for the scattered pion was calculated from the two

body kinematics in the x-z plane (for the given incident beam energy). The out
of plane events were generated by introducing a /5y7+ =

/5; proton

at random, i.e.

1:32

10 CT

Figure 46. GEANT simulation of the CC acceptance. Sample missed pions in CC from elastic
7r+

p

r+

p events in Op = 15.7° telescope are indicated.

rotating the events in the x-z plane by ±q out of the plane. This approach did
not optimally simulate the effect of the beam divergence in the y-direction (+3.2° ).

However, preliminary studies had indicated that the acceptance of the complemen

tary counters were most sensitive to the horizontal beam position variations. The
initial position of the vertex was chosen from the measured M11 pion channel beam

profile distribution at the target position (provided in reference [34]). Provisions

were made to simulate displacement and fluctuations of the beam centroid. The
particle trajectories were then tracked through various media as defined in the ge
ometry with the inclusion of the following features:
1. energy loss plus straggling effects,

2. multiple scattering effects, and
3. in-flight decay of pions.

Note that the above features could be enabled independently by software switches.
The scattered particles were tracked and their crossings with detector bound

aries (hits) were identified and recorded.

1:33

In summary the following results were obtained from this acceptance simu
lation:
1.

less than 0.1% of the events that hit AE missed the corresponding E-blocks.
This results verifies that the telescope acceptances were optimized.

2. 7r+ decay, multiple scattering, and events with vertices x,z>3 cm were respon
sible for 3-4% of lost 1-+

p events (at incident T,--= 220 MeV).

3. The beam had to be placed at x=(-z)=-1-1.5-2cm (towards the Op = 54 . 70
telescope) to reproduce similar ratios as for the measured cross-sections. This

result points to a systematic misalignment of the apparatus as possible source
of low acceptance of the CC's for pions.

4. With kinematics as described in b) above vertical acceptance of CC's were
found to be sufficient and not the source of the problem. See fig's?? which
show some typical missed events. Missed events were identifies as ones with a

telescope hit and no hit in the corresponding CC. Missed events were mostly

lateral and to the sides of CC's.
5. The complementary counters associated with the Op = 54.7° telescope should

be the least susceptible to this in plane acceptance problem.
To summarize, the CC counters positioning and sizes were designed for beam

at the center of the target. Unfortunately, horizontal deviations of the order of 1.5

cm (or more) arising from either the beam motion or systematic misalignment of
the apparatus were not adequately accommodated during the design of the CC's.
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Appendix B

Simulation of BUNI's Acceptance & Response

The two primary factors that determined BUNI's acceptance were the fol
lowing:

Increase of BUNI's solid angle due to the incident photons that passed through

the collimator edge without conversion into e+e- pairs.
Loss of otherwise good 'y events due to conversion of incident photons in the
veto scintillator (S4).

To quantify the above effects a GEANT based simulation was utilized. GEANT
was used for development and tracking of the electromagnetic shower produced

by the impinging photons in the three volumes of interest: Pb collimator, veto
scintillator (S4), NaI. Due to the energy dependence of the concerning effects, the
simulation was done at three different incident photon energies (E.,=129, 250, and
360 MeV). These energies covered the applicable energy range for the experimental

data. The photons were emitted first from a point source and then an extended
source (2 cm radius) located at the target position, 134.7 cm from the inside edge

of the collimator. The point source results were used as a check for the extended
source results. The extended source results were used to estimate the acceptance
in the cross-section calculation. The incident photons illuminated the collimator,

the veto scintillator (S4), and BUNI uniformly within a half angle cone of 6° for
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the point source and 90° for the extended source. The event cone was to restrict
the simulation phase space to the region of interest thus, reducing the necessary
computational time. For comparison, the collimators geometrical cone size was
f_-3.24° half angle as viewed from the target center. Events which deposited at least

40 MeV in the Nal (E, > 40 MeV) and no more than 0.58 MeV in S4 scintillator

(Es4 < 0.58 MeV) were accepted as valid hits (Nhits) The E > 40 MeV energy
cut was necessary since the experimental threshold for BUNI's core trigger was at
40 MeV. The veto scintillator S4 (TDC) trigger did not have a restrictive hardware

threshold. However, as discussed in the analysis chapter, events above 0.58 MeV

in S4 (ADC) were rejected in the data analysis software to eliminate additional
charged particles that were missed by the hardware (TDC) trigger. The S4 trigger
with software energy cut (Es4) inevitably removed some of the photons that were

converted in that scintillator. Therefore, to properly simulate the experimental
conditions S4 energy cut (the more restrictive cut) was also applied to the simulated
events.

Due to lack of an online energy calibration the actual value for S4 cut was
calculated using Landau's formulation. Landau's formulation describes the energy
loss distribution of minimum ionizing particles in thin scintillators. In this situation
the mean ionization energy loss of charged particles are slightly more than the most

likely (the peak) of the energy loss distribution. The difference is due to the finite,

though smaller, probability that incident particles may suffer energy loss due to

a single large momentum transfer collisions with the nuclei in the scintillators.
These collisions give rise to a characteristic high energy tail in the distribution. For
Tir = 150 MeV pions entering BUNI (third kinematic setting) the peak of the energy

distribution deposited in the 1/4" thick S4 was calculated to be 1.13 MeV with the

FWTM at 0.64 MeV. Thus, placing the S4 cut at 0.58 MeV would adequately
eliminate minimum ionizing particles. The calculated distribution matched the
measured (raw) ADC spectra and used for S4's energy calibration.
The effective solid angle was calculated as following:
AS/effective = (Nhits/ N)Allsimulation

1:36

Table 14. BUNI's effective solid angle for point source illumination.
E.,,,,,,

Energy

cuts (MeV)

E- > 40, Es4 < 0.58

E,in,

E,,,,,

129 (MeV)

250 (MeV)

360 (MeV)

A9ef f ective

AC/el f ectzve

AS/effective

(msr)

(msr)

(msr)

9.96 (-0.9%)

10.84 (+7.8%)

10.63 (+5.7%)

where N is the number of incident photons (generated events), Nit,ts is the number

of accepted events in BUNI after applying the mentioned E, and S4 energy cuts,
ACistmulatson =34.7 msr for point source and effective solid angle was 98.022 msr for

the extended source simulations. Table 14 includes the values of effective BUNI

solid angle for the three incident photon energies emanating from a point source

at the center of the target. For comparison the BUNI's geometrical acceptance
was 10.054 msr. The changes from this geometrical acceptance are indicated in
the parenthesis. As mentioned, the point source results simply provided a test for
the extended source simulation and were not used to calculate the cross-sections.

Therefore, only the results for the relevant case (Es4 < 0.58 MeV) is presented
for the point source case. Based on geometrical considerations one expects that
the effect of collimator edge transparency to be reduced for the extended source as
compared to the point source case.

The uniform extended source (2cm radius centered at the target) simulation
provided more realistic results. Table 15 indicates the values of effective solid angle

of BUNI for the three simulated incident photon energies for the extended source.
Since S4 energy calibration was not optimum the simulation was done for various

Es4 cuts to extract any systematic uncertainties due to this cut as well.

Note that AS/effect, includes the contributions from both the collimator
edge transparency and photon conversion in S4. The Pb-collimator edge trans
parency effect increases the effective solid angle, while correction for S4 has the
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Table 15. BUNI's effective solid angle for a uniform source (r----2cm).

E,,,,, =

E,,,, =

129 (MeV)

250 (MeV)

360 (MeV)

Arteffective

Allef f ectzve

Allef festive

(msr)

(msr)

(msr)

E, > 40, ES4 < 0.1

9.81 (-2.4%)

9.68 (-3.7%)

9.71 (-3.4%)

E, > 40, ES4 < 0.3

10.12 (+0.7%)

10.15 (+1.0%)

10.28 (+2.3%)

E, > 40, ES4 < 0.58

10.24 (+1.9%)

10.36 (+3.1%)

10.51 (+4.58%)

E, > 40, ES4 < 0.9

10.29 (+2.4%)

10.44 (+3.88%)

10.63 (+5.72%)

E7 inc

Energy

cuts (MeV)

=

opposite effect. For the final cross-section calculations (T,r=220 MeV setting) the
value AS/effective = 10.92 msr corresponding to E7tvc = 250 MeV, ES4 < 0.58 MeV

was actually used. For this case, the effective solid angle increase was 3.1% (a 4.7%
increase due to the collimator edge transparency and a 1.6% decrease due to removal

of converted photons in S4).

To isolate the contribution of photon conversion in S4 to Ai/ e f f ecttve a sepa

rate simulation was done. Separating the magnitude of this contribution provided
a useful check of the simulation results, since conversion is S4 could be estimated

the photon mean free path in scintillator. For the S4 simulation point source (+
3.5° cone) was used and the Pb-collimator was excluded from the geometry. The
E7>40 MeV energy cut for events in BUNI was not necessary for this part of the
simulation. The low energy tail in

energy spectra was due to photon conversion

in lead which was removed for this simulation.

With 10000 incident events the fraction of events lost in S4 were estimated.

The results of this simulation, as a function of ES4 cut, is summarized in table 16.

As mentioned, for ES4 >0.58 MeV and EYtnc = 250 MeV an estimated 1.60% of
photons in S4 were lost due to conversion and the energy cut in S4. A similar value

was obtained using a rough estimate based on mean free path of photons in carbon
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Table 16. Fraction of the converted photons in S4 removed by S4 energy cut.

=
129 (MeV)

'inc =
250 (MeV)

360 (MeV)

Es4 < 0.1

5.54%

7.00%

7.87%

ES4 < 0.3

2.63%

3.05%

3.55%

Es4 < 0.58

1.55%

1.60%

1.97%

Es4 < 0.9

1.13%

1.19%

1.40%

,'inc

S4 cut (MeV)

at these energies.

B.1

Energy Response Simulation
As discussed in section 3.2.1 BUNI's response to 129.4 MeV photon was

obtained experimentally. Since the events of interest in this experiment ranged up
to

MeV in photon energy BUNI's response at other energies was obtained by

simulation. The energy response simulation was done at three photon energies 129,

250, 360 MeV. For this simulation the results of point and extended sources were
not significantly different, so the point source simulation was used. The simulation
routine was the same as the one used for the acceptance studies, with Pb-collimator

present but without the E and Es4 energy cuts.
The 129 MeV simulation results were convoluted ("blurred") with a gaus

sian function. This was done to include the contribution of the detector's energy
resolution. The energy resolution was assumed to be determined by the number
of e+e- pairs (ATe+,-). Thus, AE a VATe+e- cx

The FWHM of the energy

resolution gaussian was 0.11VE. The "blurring" parameter (0.11) was determined
by optimizing the fit of the 129 simulated response function to the experimentally

measured one at that energy. The same parameter was then used to blur the 250
and 360 MeV simulated responses. The blurred results were normalized to unity
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Table 17. Parameters for energy response fit for BUN"

E., (MeV)

a

b

c

d

129

0.8414564

-0.4909921

1.479409

0.8237000

250

0.8344151

-0.6362570

2.745532

1.465100

360

0.8477105

-0.7291031

3.690259

2.057595

and offset such that the peak of all response curves were at one arbitrary energy
(E,=100 MeV). This was done for comparisons of the fit parameters. The Energy
dependent functional form used to fit the simulated results was

f(E,) = a exp

b [1

Epeak

Epeak

(B.1)

where a, b, c, and d are parameters determining the amplitude, small offset for the
peak, low energy, and high energy behaviour of the fit. Epeak = 100 is the arbitrary

peak position after the offset.

This functional form was convoluted with the proton detector response and
used to estimate the number of good photon events that were cut by the excitation-

energy cut. The response function was also used to correct the cross-sections as a
function of photon energy, E, vs.

d5

df2y dflpdgy

spectra.
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Appendix C

The T,=165 MeV Beam Monitor Calibration

Similar to the Tir=220 MeV (section 3.4) the beam monitors were calibrated

at Tir=165 MeV. The results of low and high current monitor calibration runs are
summarized in table 18.

C.0.1

Proton Contamination
The procedure for the beam proton contamination measurement for the 165

MeV was a more direct way of comparing to the 220 MeV case.

h

7r

S2. (S3 S3B)

2r +p

(S2 . S3)

= 0.9808.

Which suggests a 1.92% proton contamination during the 130yA run.

C.0.2

Muon Contamination
Table 19 summarizesµ contamination of the beam for the 165 MeV runs.

The estimate was obtained similar to the 220 MeV case. Note in the table "d" is
the maximum distance to S2 for decayed muons to fall within S2's acceptance and

is the fraction of 7r+'s that survived traversing "d". As mentioned for the 220
MeV case this should be an overestimation since all the pions are assumed to be on

the central axis. Finally, pion fraction was

7+4

= 0.980 for 165 MeV calibrations.

Table 18. The T,=165 MeV monitor calibration summary.

run 135 (90.)
Running time (sec.)

244 x

MU

MUrandom

12210

PAS

PASrandom

3,9-"

284

1242083

4

11641

run 136 (1280)
324 x

';1°

284

238939
26402497

411

55128

S2 (measured counts)

733884 x 256

12590402 x 256b

S2 (measured rates)

0.729 MHz

9.417 MHz

0.981

0.981

Or 4 -FL)

0.980

0.980

Multiple ir's correction

1.018

1.285

Total correction factor

0.976

1.235

0.711 MHz

11.63 MHz

(r+P)
7T

S2 corrected rate

(r/s)

'time scaler registered 284 counts during 300 seconds.
b prescaled

Table 19. The T,r=165 MeV p contamination.

T,=165 MeV
0,,

8.36°

d (cm)

20.4

r+µ

0.980
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Table 20 The T,,---=220 MeV (

C.0.3

129/4pA A

9

) scaler ratios.

MU

19.5

E21

20.4

PAS

21.0

E22

20.4

CC2

19.9

E31

20.3

CC3

20.1

E32

20.3

E41

20.2

E42

20.2

Multiple Pion Correction
A correction was obtained using the same method as section 3.4.3. The true

rate was 1.018 times S2 rate. Note that this value (fniuu,ptes = 1.018 was slightly
higher than the 220 MeV correction due to higher beam rates at 165 MeV.

C.0.4

Multiple Scattering
Similar to the 220 MeV case, this effect was found to be negligible.

C.0.5

Additional Corrections (Beam Scaling)
During the 165 MeV calibration, the beam current was increased from 9/LA

to 129/1A

.

By comparing the ratios for the MU and PAS monitors to E21, E31,

CC2, and CC3 at 9/LA and 129 ,uA a beam rate correction factor was extracted.
Because the Et and CC, scintillator were not directly in the beam path presumably
suffered the least amount of gain shifts. Additional evidence for MU and PAS rate

dependance was seen in the individual components of those counters MU4, MU5

and PAS1, PAS2. Table 20 indicates the ratios of the various counters at the two

calibration runs. Beam monitors PAS and MU were forced to scale as E21, E31,
CC2, CC3 by introducing beam scaling factors as following:
M scaled

=

MU x 1.04

(C.1)
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= PAS x 0.967.

PAS scaled

C.0.6

(C.2)

Final Calibration for 165 MeV
Using run 135 (9 'LA) results the final monitor calibration was done similar

to 220 MeV 3.4.6. For the low intensity run N 194A is given by
N 194A

7r

= S2 raw counts X

(7 +10

(ir -FP)
Nir 194A

=

X fmultiples

(C.3)

733884 x 256 x 0.9808 x 0.980 x 1.018

the scaler counts for the 10iLA calibration run MU, PAS and Si were
M U91A

= MU

PAS9pA

= PAS

Sl9pA

= S1

= 12210

M Urandorn

= 1242083

P ASrandom

4

11641

= 60.02

S lrandom

finally, at any given run the number of pions for each monitor were
N(mu)

N,190.4

(
X

N(PAS)

N,r 19µA

M U 94A

) x 1.04 X fbridge

PAS

X

(pAs94A) X 0.967 X fbridge
S1

N(s1)
istLA

Sl9t,A) x (1024)2 X (bridge

where fbridge is a bridging factor described below in section C.0.7. The MU, PAS,

and Si, in the numerator, refer to random subtracted scaler counts for the each
(7r+,-y p). For 130 FLA runs S1.S1A-1-S1B counts were prescaled by (1024)2. The

actual pion count used for normalizing the cross-sections (at tr=220MeV) was
based on MU telescopes Mmu) see section C.0.7.

C.0.7

Extending the Calibration
The results of the 165 MeV monitor calibration used here were taken at the

end of the experiment after the 220 MeV calibration. This meant that care had to
be taken to restore the 165 MeV tune and slit settings.
Originally, there was another 165 MeV monitor calibration done at the end

of the 165 MeV (r+,-yp)kinematics setting.

Due to difficulties with the earlier
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165 MeV monitor calibration which became clear afterwards, it was necessary to

repeat the 165 MeV monitor calibrations". As in section 3.4.7 four scalers: MU

and PAS for normalization, along with (TB = TEL. BUNI) and Si for stability
checks were utilized for bridging study. For the 165 MeV kinematic setting, plots

of PAS/TB, MU/TB, MU/S1, PAS/S1 are presented in figures C.0.7, and C.0.7.
For the T,=165 MeV setting PAS was more stable than the T,=220 MeV setting.

This became evident by comparing the TB/PAS with TB/MU and PAS/S1 with
MU/S1. Additionally, S1 was also relatively stable throughout the 165 MeV runs
(see TB/S1 graph).
Two bridging factors were required for the T,=165 MeV setting due to a few

day maintenance period between the 0, = 125.4° setting and the 0, = 77.4° setting.

The H2O target was also filled (Ax = 7%) when the setting was changed (see the

jump in TB/PAS plot at the end of run 23).

For the (T,=165 MeV, 0 = 77.4°) kinematic setting, run 56 was used for
the bridging purpose. For the last run of that setting (i.e, run 57) the field for

the beam positioning magnet (B2) was different than the mean value. This was
noticeable in the PAS/S1 ratio which also deviated from the mean value for run 57.

Ignoring run 42, during which there was a significant beam rate change, TB/PAS
maximum deviation was ti 3%. Using the ratio of (PAS/S1)1
to (PAS/S1)1

= 1.4662 x 104

= 1.4903 x 104 the bridging factor was determined to be

fbridge=0.984 for the second kinematic setting.

Similarly for the 1st kinematic setting (runs 13-23 only, runs <13 were
not useful due to many modifications that were made during those runs) using
(PAS/S111
,,[run=23] = 1.5434 x 104 resulted in f-bridge-1.036 for the 1st kinematic

setting.

The 165 MeV normalization had an additional systemic uncertainty due to
the bridging. Unlike the 220 MeV calibration which immediately followed the final

220 MeV run, the last 165 MeV and its monitor calibration run were far apart.
11 For the earlier monitor calibration runs, a larger in beam scintillator was used which intercepted

a larger fraction of the muon hallo.
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Figure 47. Monitor stabilities for runs 12-59.

Although, attempts were made to reproduce the running 165 MeV beam tune at
the end of the experiment nevertheless Si, used for bridging, was beam spot position
sensitive. Based on the 220 MeV calibrations results (see section 3.4.7 S1 /MU ratio)

Si's gain shift were within ±3.5% during that setting. Therefore, the systematic
shift of Sl's counting rate is not expected to be more than 3.5% from the calibration

run (run 136) to the target full runs of each setting used as bridging (runs 56 and
23).
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Figure 48. Monitor stabilities for runs 12-59 continued.
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Appendix D

Tables for the Experimental Cross-Sections
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Table 21.

Quasi-free 160(r+ , -yp)150

dii,ddrzscoE,

data for T,=218.6 MeV, 0., = 75.2°

The

cross-sections ± (Statistical Uncertainties) in the table are in units of (31,"t%,21 Systematic
uncertainties are
8%. The excitation-energy cut is -10 < E < 12.5 MeV.

E. (MeV)

Op = 15.7°

Op = 28.7°

0 = 41.7°

Op = 54.7°

45.8

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

55.7

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

65.6

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

75.6

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

85.5

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

95.5

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

105.4

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

115.4

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

125.3

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

135.3

0.021 (0.015)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

145.2

0.020 (0.015)

0.019 (0.013)

0.019 (0.013)

0.000 (0.000)

155.1

0.020 (0.015)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)

165.1

0.020 (0.015)

0.000 (0.000)

0.018 (0.013)

0.000 (0.000)

175.0

0.096 (0.033)

0.035 (0.019)

0.017 (0.013)

0.000 (0.000)

185.0

0.112 (0.036)

0.077 (0.072)

0.050 (0.023)

0.051 (0.024)

194.9

0.056 (0.026)

0.234 (0.050)

-.040 (0.062)

0.017 (0.014)

204.9

0.289 (0.059)

0.295 (0.057)

0.155 (0.078)

0.066 (0.027)

214.8

-.022 (0.125)

0.516 (0.076)

0.385 (0.065)

0.229 (0.051)

224.8

0.221 (0.137)

0.603 (0.083)

0.731 (0.112)

0.338 (0.063)

234.7

0.200 (0.088)

0.787 (0.117)

0.661 (0.143)

0.936 (0.105)

244.6

0.084 (0.108)

1.028 (0.145)

0.749 (0.132)

0.948 (0.158)

254.6

0.094 (0.131)

1.053 (0.130)

0.917 (0.139)

0.775 (0.166)

264.5

0.223 (0.091)

0.681 (0.147)

0.660 (0.111)

0.859 (0.12:3)

274.5

-.063 (0.14:3)

0.598 (0.144)

0.535 (0.104)

0.391 (0.118)

284.4

0.130 (0.111)

0.475 (0.102)

0.549 (0.082)

0.282 (0.112)

294.4

0.200 (0.090)

0.:383 (0.096)

0.515 (0.080)

0.365 (0.068)

.304.3

0.063 (0.030)

0.272 (0.059)

0.269 (0.058)

0.052 (0.072)

